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Notes on Safety
This LI-COR product has been designed to be safe when operated in the manner described in this manual. The safety of
this product cannot be assured if the product is used in any other way than is specified in this manual. The product is
intended to be used by qualified personnel. Read this entire manual before using the product.

Equipment markings:
The product is marked with this symbol when it is necessary for you to refer to the manual or
accompanying documents in order to protect against injury or damage to the product.
The product is marked with this symbol when a hazardous voltage may be present.
The product is marked with this symbol if a Chassis Ground connection is required.

WARNING

The product is marked with this symbol to indicate that a direct current (DC) power supply is
required.
Warnings must be followed carefully to avoid bodily injury.

CAUTION

Cautions must be observed to avoid damage to your equipment.

Manual markings:
Warning

Warnings must be followed carefully to avoid bodily injury.

Caution

Cautions must be observed to avoid damage to your equipment.

Note

Notes contain important information and useful tips on the operation of your equipment.
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CE Marking:
This product is a CE-marked product. For conformity information, contact LI-COR Support at envsupport@licor.com. Outside of the U.S., contact your local sales office or distributor.

California Proposition 65 Warning
WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm.

Federal Communications Commission Radio Interference Statement
WARNING: This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and if not installed in accordance
with the instruction manual, may cause interference to radio communications. It has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for a Class A computing device pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC rules, which are designed to
provide a reasonable protection against such interference when operated in a commercial environment. Operation of this
equipment in a residential area is likely to cause interference in which case the user, at his own expense, will be required to
take whatever measures may be required to correct the interference.

Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment (WEEE) Notice
This symbol indicates that the product is to be collected separately from unsorted municipal waste. The following applies to users in European countries: This product is designated for separate collection at an appropriate collection point. Do not dispose of as household waste. For more information, contact your local
distributor or the local authorities in charge of waste management.

Wi-Fi Warning
When powered on for the first time, this device will broadcast a wireless local area network (WLAN) signal.
The use of WLAN is restricted in some regions and countries, and the illegal use of WLAN may be punishable under these
regulations. Check your local regulations to determine if WLAN is permitted.
If WLAN is not permitted in your area, it is your responsibility to disable the WLAN signal. LI-COR, Inc. cannot be held
liable for any problems arising from the use of WLAN in any countries or regions where it is not permitted. Legal penalties may result from failing to disable or re-enabling the wireless network where it is not permitted, modifying or altering the product, or removing the certification labels from the product.
Instructions for disabling the WLAN signal are provided in this manual.
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Preface
This document provides basic operating instructions for the Smart Chamber running the initial release version of the user interface and embedded software.
We have made every effort to ensure that this document accurately represents the
instrument. As with any software-dependent instrument, development continues
after the documentation goes to press. As a result, small inconsistencies between
the documentation and the instrument may be present.
Updates to this document, as well as application notes, technical literature,
videos that support the product, and software updates, will be available from
licor.com/env/support (search for Smart Chamber).
We appreciate feedback on this manual. Send your comments to
envfeedback@licor.com.
For technical support with the product, go to licor.com/env/support or email
envsupport@licor.com.
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Section 1.

Getting started
This document provides operating instructions for the Smart Chamber and the software used to operate the Smart Chamber and process data, beginning with a summary of the components.

What's what
If you have just taken delivery of your Smart Chamber, check the packing list to
verify that you received everything ordered, including the following items.

Smart Chamber
Part number:
8200-01S

The Smart Chamber is a portable, battery powered, GPS and Wi-Fi enabled survey
chamber used for making soil gas flux measurements. Featuring embedded flux processing software, internal storage, and soil moisture and temperature probe for ancillary data collection, the Smart Chamber itself manages the flow of sample gas and
mixing in the chamber. It can be configured with LI-COR gas analyzers for real-time
flux calculations. The Smart Chamber can also be configured and time-matched
with a variety of non-LI-COR gas analyzers to measure fluxes of other gases of
interest using the file-merging functionality of SoilFluxPro™ Software.
The automated bellows mechanism, patented pressure vent, and air mixing design of
the chamber maintain pressure equilibrium between the inside and outside of the
chamber and ensure proper mixing without causing turbulence and pressure gradients.
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Connection panel
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Component

Description

Power Button

Press and release to turn the chamber on. Press and hold for 3
seconds to turn the chamber off. While powered on, a single
press will open or close the chamber.
A ring around the power button; blinks during startup and
shutdown; solid during normal operation
For connection to external Wi-Fi adapter
Return line for the subsample loop
Exit line for the subsample loop
For connecting to non-LI-COR gas analyzers
For connecting to the LI-870 CO2/H2O Analyzer
For powering the LI-870 CO2/H2O Analyzer
For connection to LI-78xx Trace Gas Analyzers
For connection to the Stevens HydraProbe (900-17114).
For connection to Type-E thermocouple adapter (9968-162).

Status LED
USB Type A (1)
Air Inlet
Air Outlet
USB Type B
USB Type A (2)
Power Out to LI-870
Network (RJ45)
SDI-12 Interface
Thermocouple Port

Precautions
Caution: The power output is 10-17 VDC
with a center-positive pin
.
The output has a 2 amp maximum and is designed to only power the LI-870
CO2/H2O Analyzer Accessory. Only use the power cable supplied with the LI-870
cable assembly (part number 9982-010), and do not attempt to power any other
devices with the Smart Chamber. Drawing a current in excess of 2 amps will trip
the self-resetting breaker. If you trip the self-resetting breaker, you will need to
wait for a few minutes before attempting to re-power the LI-870.
Caution: Pumping air into or out of the Smart Chamber too quickly can damage
the instrument or create large pressure gradients at the soil surface. If you are
using a non-LI-COR analyzer with an additional pump, refer to Using with non-LICOR gas analyzer on page B-1 for plumbing considerations.

Stevens HydraProbe
Part number:
900-17114

The Smart Chamber comes equipped with a Stevens HydraProbe
soil moisture, temperature, and electrical conductivity probe with
SDI-12 connection cable. This ancillary data is captured alongside
soil gas flux data and stored in Smart Chamber data files. A dock is
included to hold the probe when not in use.

Stevens HydraProbe
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HydraProbe dock
Part number:
9868-604

The Stevens HydraProbe dock attaches to the arm of the chamber chassis directly
below the battery door with two 6 mm stainless steel screws (part number 15014477). The foam insert (part number 6568-606) may need to be replaced if it wears
out.

Batteries
Part number:
442-11807

Each Smart Chamber includes two rechargable 4S Lithium-ion, 98 Wh, 14.4 V
Smart Batteries (with protection). Batteries are shipped in a partially-charged state
and should be fully charged prior to the first use. Leaving the batteries discharged
long-term can result in battery damage.
Warning: Lithium-ion batteries may cause environmental damage or damage to human
health if they are disposed of improperly. Do not dispose of the batteries in unsorted
municipal waste or an incinerator. Many localities have battery recycling facilities that
will accept lithium ion batteries. Check your local regulations to determine how to safely
dispose of the batteries.

Battery charger
Part number:
590-11830

A single-bay Lithium-Ion battery charger is included with
the smart chamber.

RJ-45 Ethernet cable
Part number:
616-06116

This unsealed cable is used to connect your Smart Chamber to a computer. Ethernet cables may also be included
in the optional cable assemblies, but these cables are
sealed and strain relieved for field use, and the sealing
may prevent these cables from working with a standard
PC.

USB-B to USB-A cable
Part number:
392-13201
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This cable is also used to connect your Smart Chamber to
a computer for wired use and Wi-Fi configuration in the event that the Ethernet
port is being used to connect the chamber to a LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzer. This
cable is also unsealed and should not be used in the field. Instead, if your
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connection requires USB-B to USB-A, only use the sealed cables included in LI-COR
cable assemblies.

Soil collars
Part number:
6581-044

Three soil collars are included with the Smart Chamber. These soil collars should be
installed at the measurement site at least 6 hours prior to measurements (although
24+ hours is better). Additional collars can be purchased from LI-COR or made in a
shop if you have access to suitable materials (see Making your own soil collars on
page 2-16).

Spares kit
Part number:
9982-001

This kit includes additional components and spare parts for your chamber.
Description

Quantity

Part Number

Bev-A-Line IV Plastic Tubing (5 meters)
Quick Connect Plug 0.165 with Hose Barb (Male)
Quick Connect Plug 0.165 with Hose Barb (Female)
Disposable 10 Micron 1/8" Air Filter with Hose Barb
Type-E Thermocouple Adapter

1
2
2
1
1

8150-2501
300-07124
300-07125
301-08119
9968-162

Other parts and accessories
The Smart Chamber also includes the following items, some of which have been
described already.
Description

Quantity

Stevens HydraProbe Dock
Stevens HydraProbe Dock Foam Insert
Stevens HydraProbe Dock Screws (MS PHL PAN
M3X.5 6 MM SS)
Soil Chamber Gasket Kit
Screws: MS PHL PAN 10-32 1/4 SS
Screws: CAP PNL FLT 4-40 3/4 SS
Hex Cap Nut 10-32 3/8 SS
#10 Flat Washer 0.438 0.063

1
1
4

Part
Number
9868-604
6568-606
150-14477

1
4
2
4
4

9981-198
122-08312
158-07847
163-02618
167-00154

1Additional tubing can be purchased as a 15 meter roll.

Soil collars
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Description

Quantity

EPDM Seal 3/8" W × 3/16" H
8" Soil Collar Foam Seal
8" Soil Collar Gasket
Manifold Gasket

3
1
1
2

Part
Number
224-07606
6581-107
6581-108
6581-206

Optional cable assemblies and accessories
The Smart Chamber can be configured with a variety of gas analyzers to calculate
fluxes for your particular gases of interest.

Smart Chamber-to-LI-870 cable and tubing assembly
Part number:
9982-010

Included with the LI-870 analyzer, this cable assembly includes a 1.2-meter USB-A to
USB-B cable (part number 392-17654), a 1.2-meter 2.5× 5.5 mm IP68 power cable
(part number 9982-008), and two lengths of Bev-A-Line® tubing. See Connecting an
LI-870 on page 2-7.

Smart Chamber-to-LI-78xx Trace Gas Analyzer cable and tubing
assembly
Part numbers:
9982-009 (1.2
m), 9982-011 (2
m)

Available in 1.2- or 2-meter lengths, this optional cable assembly includes an Ethernet cable with RJ-45 connectors and Bev-a-Line® tubing for connecting to LI-78xx
Trace Gas Analyzers. The tubing in the cable assembly comes pre-assembled with a
knurled nut (part number 300-05896), stainless steel inserts (part number 30018126), and stainless steel ferrules (part number 300-15024) for connecting to the
analyzer. See Connecting an LI-7810 or LI-7820 Trace Gas Analyzer on page 2-3.
Note: The 2-meter cable assembly is recommended for use with the Trace Gas
Analyzer backpack kit (part number 610-17341). If you are carrying the analyzer
by hand, the 1.2-meter assembly should be sufficient.

Trace Gas Sampling Kit
Part number:
8100-664
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This kit is available for using the Smart Chamber without a portable gas analyzer for
gas chromatography or mass spectroscopy analysis or syringe samples. The Trace Gas
Sampling Kit includes a T-shaped compression fitting fixture with rubber septum
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designed for syringe sampling. For instructions on using the Trace Gas Sampling Kit
with your Smart Chamber, see Using the trace gas sampling kit on page A-1.

LI-COR Soil Temperature Thermocouple
Part number:
9982-080

The LI-COR Soil Temperature Thermocouple is an optional accessory that replaces
the Omega Soil probe. Use with the thermocouple adapter (part number 9968-162).

Omega Soil Temperature Thermocouple
Part number:
6000-09TC

Now discontinued, the Omega Soil Temperature Thermocouple was available as an
optional accessory for use alongside or in place of the Stevens HydraProbe. Use with
the thermocouple adapter (part number 9968-162).

SoilFluxPro™ software
SoilFluxPro is a free Windows- and macOS-compatible application for advanced analysis of soil flux data sets. Features include recomputation of datasets with altered
parameters, graphs and charts, summary statistics, GPS data visualization with
Google Earth, and more. Download SoilFluxPro at the LI-COR support site
(licor.com/env/support). Navigate to SoilFluxPro and then to Software to find the
installer for your operating system.

LI-COR Soil Temperature Thermocouple
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Initial setup
In this section, we describe the batteries, basic hardware connections to gas analyzers, soil temperature probes, and soil collars.

Batteries
The Smart Chamber is designed to use one battery at a time. One fully charged battery provides approximately 17 hours of use with a 2 minute measurement time per
collar for 20 collars per hour, or 10 hours use with a 2 minute measurement time
per collar for 20 collars per hour when powering the LI-870 CO2/H2O analyzer.
The battery icon at the top-left of the user interface will appear red when the battery
runs below 10% of a full charge. To prevent you from starting a measurement and
losing data, the Smart Chamber will prevent new measurements from being taken
once the battery reaches 3%.

Charging the batteries
Batteries should be fully charged before the first use. First, remove the batteries and
battery charger from the packaging, and connect the charger to an AC power source.
Insert a battery in the charger dock to begin charging. A full charge is indicated by
five black boxes on the charge indicator.
Caution: Charge batteries only with a SMBUS-compliant level 2 or 3 charger. Do
not heat above 80 °C. Do not disassemble battery, dispose of in a fire, or short-circuit - may ignite, explode, leak, or get hot, causing personal injury. Replace battery with the same part number only. Use of another battery may present a risk of
fire or explosion. Keep away from children.
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Installing the battery
Once the battery is fully
charged, open the battery door
on the Smart Chamber and
insert the battery. The pull-tab
on the battery should be on top
of the battery. Close the battery
door, ensuring that the clasp is
seated inside the Smart Chamber. Turn the clasp ¼ of a full
turn, and the battery door will
close snugly.
Note: Ensure that the battery door is completely closed during normal operation.
This will prevent the battery from coming dislodged and causing potential injury
or damage to your instrument.

Powering on and off
Press and release the power button to turn on the Smart Chamber. The power button will blink for 10-15 seconds while the instrument boots up. It will appear solid
green when the instrument is ready.
To turn off the chamber, press and hold the power button for a few seconds until
the button begins blinking green. The button will continue to blink while the instrument goes through a controlled shut-down.
Because the Smart Chamber only uses a single battery, hot-swapping is not possible.
Power off the chamber before removing the battery. Be sure you have saved all your
settings in the software.
Important: Always power off the Smart Chamber before removing the battery.
Removing a battery while the instrument is powered on will cause it to power off
immediately. Open data files may be lost and it may cause damage to your instrument or battery.
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Connecting gas analyzer tubing and cables
Here we describe three common use cases for the Smart Chamber: Connecting to a
LI-COR Trace Gas Analyer, connecting to an LI-870, and connecting to both a Trace
Gas Analyzer and LI-870.

Connecting an LI-7810 or LI-7820 Trace Gas Analyzer
Here we describe how to connect the Smart Chamber to LI-7810 or LI-7820 Trace
Gas Analyzer. This section assumes you are familiar with the basic operation of the
Trace Gas Analyzer.
Caution: LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzers are water resistant but are not waterproof.
They should not be allowed to sit in standing water, be exposed to driving rain, or
be deployed outdoors without weather protection. If there is any chance that
water will be drawn into the inlet, use a water trap to collect the water before it is
drawn into the analyzer. If water is drawn into the analyzer it will require factory
repair.
LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzers provide data to the Smart Chamber that is used to compute fully-processed fluxes in the field for gases beyond CO2, like CH4 with the LI7810 CH4/CO2/H2O Analyzer.

Connecting gas analyzer tubing and cables
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The Smart Chamber connects with LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzers with a RJ-45 Ethernet cable, which is part of the Trace Gas Analyzer Cable Assembly (part number
9982-009). The cable assembly must be ordered separately.
Note: Only use the supplied Cat. 5e RJ45 Ethernet cable from the LI-78xx Trace
Gas Analyzer to Smart Chamber Cable Assembly (part number 9982-009 (1.2 m)
or 9982-011 (2 m)).
The air inlet draws a gas sample into the gas analyzer through a ¼" compression fitting connector (part number 300-15025), which is included with your Trace Gas Analyzer. Bev-a-Line® tubing (¼" outside diameter) is included in the cable assembly,
and an additional nuts and ferrule set (part number 300-15024) is included in the
Trace Gas Analyzer Accessory Kit (part number 9978-195). Do not restrict or apply a
vacuum to the air outlet.

Connecting the components
Connecting the Smart Chamber to a LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzer only requires a few
steps.

1

Install batteries in the Trace Gas Analyzer and power it on.
Allow 25 to 30 minutes for it to warm up before making measurements. You can see
the instrument status on the display panel.

2

2-4

Connect the tubing and cable assembly to the Trace Gas Analyzer
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For soil gas flux measurements, use a length of cable that allows you to comfortably
maneuver the Smart Chamber. Too short a length may cause tugging problems and
leaks, while a connection that is too long is prone to snags and damage. The 1.2meter cable assembly (part number 9982-009) is recommended for hand-carrying,
while the 2-meter assembly (part number 9982-011) is recommenced for use with the
backpack kit accessory (see Using the backpack accessory on the next page).
Important: The tubing that connects the Smart Chamber air outlet to the Trace
Gas Analyzer air inlet is labeled on each end with black plastic shrink wrap.
Ensure this tube is attached to the air-in port on the Trace Gas Analyzer. Connecting the tubing improperly may damage your instruments or cause them to
not work properly.
The tubing in the cable
assembly comes pre-assembled
with a knurled nut (part number 300-05896), stainless steel
inserts (part number 300-18126),
and stainless steel ferrules (part
number 300-15024) for connecting to the analyzer.
Thread the nuts on to the compression fittings on your analyzer and connect the quick-connect fittings to your
Smart Chamber. To ensure that the fitting forms a seal, tighten the nut over the ferrule set until it is snug, and then tighten it an additional ¼ turn.

3

Attach the cable assembly to the Smart Chamber
Insert the Ethernet cable and simply press the steel quick-connect fittings in towards
the chamber head to attach the tubing. To disconnect the tubing, slide the knurled
piece of the Smart Chamber air inlet connector inward and pull the tube out. For
the outlet tubing, pull the knurled piece of the Smart Chamber connector outwards
from the chamber head and pull on the tubing to release.
Note: A USB-B to USB-A connector is included in the event that you are not
using Wi-Fi and need to connect your Smart Chamber to a computer while the
Ethernet port is being used by the Smart Chamber to LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzer
cable assembly.

Connecting an LI-7810 or LI-7820 Trace Gas Analyzer
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Using the backpack accessory
The backpack kit
(part number
610-17341) is
used to carry a
Trace Gas Analyzer on your
back. To use the
backpack kit,
secure the analyzer with straps.
The connector
panel should be
facing toward the
bottom. Close the
clasps and tighten
the straps tightly
around the instrument. Do not set the instrument down in such a manner that the
vents become blocked or immersed in standing water. Tighten the shoulder straps
snugly, then clip and tighten the chest and waist straps.
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Connecting an LI-870
The LI-870 offers portable, precise measurements of CO2 concentration for flux
measurements with the Smart Chamber. Power is supplied to the LI-870 directly
from the Smart Chamber.
A complete user manual is included with the LI-870. The material can also be found
at the LI-COR support site at licor.com/env/support. This section describes how to
connect the LI-870 to the Smart Chamber.

The Smart Chamber and LI-870 each use metal quick-connects for air tubing, and a
male and female connector come factory-installed on each end of the LI-870 cable
assembly, so no additional preparations are necessary unless you are replacing the
quick-connects.

Connecting an LI-870
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Attach the air tubing quick-connects, male USB-B connector, and power cable connector to the LI-870.

For both ends of the power connector, note that the cable ending consists of the
power connector itself and an outer nut that must be screwed onto a nut on the LI870 or Smart Chamber.

Complete the connection by attaching the air tubing quick-connects, male USB-A
connector, and power cable connector to the Smart Chamber.
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Note: Only use the supplied USB-A to USB-B cable from the LI-870 to Smart
Chamber cable assembly (part number 9982-010).
Warning: Only use the power cable supplied with the LI-870 cable assembly (part number 9982-010), and do not attempt to power any other devices with the Smart Chamber.
Drawing a current in excess of 2 amps will trip the self-resetting breaker. If you trip the
self-resetting breaker, you will need to wait for a few minutes before attempting to repower the LI-870.
Powering on the Smart Chamber will also power up the LI-870 (assuming you are
properly connected). The optical bench of the LI-870 must be allowed to warm up
before making measurements, which may take up to 10 or 15 minutes, depending
on ambient temperature.

Connecting an LI-870
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Using the LI-870 and a LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzer or multiplie TGAs
concurrently
The Smart Chamber can be simultaneously configured with the LI-COR Trace Gas
Analyzer and LI-870 or two TGAs. The Smart Chamber can simultaneously connect
multiple gas analyzers using the T-split tubing (part number: 9982-073) to complete
the connection. Shown below is a configuration using two gas analyzers.

Connect the long leg (15 cm) to the respective IN or OUT port on the Smart Chamber. Then connect the short legs (8 cm) to the respective ends of the analyzer air in
and air out tubing.
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The T-split tubing will add 30 cm to the analyzer tubing that must be evenly split
between the tubing lengths of both analyzers (add 15 cm to each).
Be sure the volume is represented correctly in the software. 100 cm (1 meter) of ¼"
outer-diameter Bev-A-Line® tubing adds 7.9 cm3, or approximately 0.079 cm3 of
added volume per cm of tubing.
You'll enter this volume in the Smart Chamber software when configuring your
measurements. See Measurement tutorial on page 3-7.

Connecting soil probes
The Smart Chamber provides several options for soil moisture and temperature
measurements: the Stevens HydraProbe, included with the Smart Chamber, , the LICOR soil temperature probe, and the optional Omega Soil Temperature Thermocouple. Soil moisture and temperature are not essential for the flux calculation,
but they can provide useful ancillary data. The HydraProbe offers the simplest connection, provides the most informative data, and is therefore the probe of choice for
the Smart Chamber. It measures soil moisture content, salinity, and temperature.
The Stevens HydraProbe uses a soil surface temperature measurement. The response
time of this measurement is considerably slower than the Soil Temperature Thermocouple (discontinued part number 6000-09TC or current part number 9982-080).
You may consider combining the two instruments for your measurements depending on your individual needs and experiment design.

Connecting soil probes
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Note: When using both the Stevens HydraProbe and a soil temperature thermocouple, the radio frequency generated by the HydraProbe may interfere
slightly with the thermocouple temperature reading. For best results, we recommend placing the probes at least 30 cm apart.

Stevens HydraProbe
A dock for the HydraProbe must be installed on the smart chamber.

The HydraProbe uses the SDI-12 communication protocol. The cable connector has
a marking that faces up and a key that must be aligned before the connector can be
tightened. To connect the HydraProbe, align the key and twist the textured metal
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piece ¼ turn clockwise. To disconnect the probe, turn the same piece ¼ turn
counter-clockwise and pull the connector out away from the chamber head.

The HydraProbe requires you to enter the soil type in order to compute accurate
measurements. You'll have a chance to set the soil type when you configure the
measurements. The Smart Chamber records measurements from the HydraProbe
while a measurement is underway. It stops recording as soon as the repetition is complete.

Soil temperature thermocouple adapter
A Type-E soil temperature thermocouple adapter is included in the Smart Chamber
spares kit (part number 9968-162), which allows for configuration with any Type-E
thermocouple, or a soil temperature thermocouple (discontinued Omega Probe; part
number 6000-09TC or current LI-COR probe; part number 9982-080).

Soil temperature thermocouple adapter
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Warning: The tip of the Omega Soil Temperature Thermocouple is EXTREMELY sharp.
Handle with caution, keep the protective rubber tip in place when not in use, and use
the provided foam sheath when transporting the probe. Do not force the probe into hard
soils, or it may break.
Connect the male end of the Omega thermocouple connector into the female end of
the thermocouple adapter, taking care to align the positive and negative signs on
each end. Follow the same alignment precautions if using a different Type-E thermocouple. Remove the cap covering the thermocouple connector on the Smart
Chamber and insert the thermocouple adapter plug.

Installing soil collars
Although the ideal measurement system would not alter the soil in any way, soil collars present an acceptable and necessary tradeoff between affecting the soil environment and measuring actual soil gas flux. Soil collars have several advantages over
direct insertion of the chamber into the soil. First, because soil collars are installed
several hours or days ahead of measurements, the insertion does not affect measurements. Second, collars make it possible to make repeated measurements at the
exact same location over time.
Note: For the best results, install your soil collars at least 6 hours prior to measurements. The earlier you install collars, the better. Installing 24 hours or more
prior to measurements is ideal.

Tips for soil collars
l

l

l
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Pay attention to the soil type. If you are using the HydraProbe, you should enter
the soil type to improve measurements from the HydraProbe.
You can test to see if the flux has stabilized by making a measurement immediately after installing the soil collar, and then by making subsequent measurements at regular intervals after installation. Note, however, that soil surface
gas flux depends on the time of day, and variation over the diurnal cycle can be
quite large.
In hard or compacted soils, you may need to create a channel around the collar
with a knife or trowel before insertion.
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l

l

In soft soils, you can lay a piece of wood across the collar, and hit the wood with
a hammer or mallet to drive the collar into the soil.
Although some collars are included with your Smart Chamber, you can also create your own collars. See Making your own soil collars on the next page for instructions.

Insertion depth
The optimal collar height will depend upon site conditions and the length of time
the collars will be used at a given site. At a minimum, the collar should be inserted
into the soil to a depth that gives a solid foundation so the collar does not move
when placing the chamber on the collar. As insertion depth is increased, lateral diffusion of trace gases in the soil column below the chamber will be reduced. The
advantage of this is that lateral diffusion can be a source of error in the measurement, but the disadvantage is that as insertion depth increases, the possibility of
root shearing increases. Collars may become loose over time and should be moved if
this occurs.
Collars should extend a minimum of 2 cm above the soil surface. Collars can extend
above the soil more than 3 cm, but with greater extension there is increased shading
and perturbation of air movement. Over the long term, these perturbations could
result in changes of evaporation rate, soil temperature, and soil moisture.

Measuring the collar offset
The collar offset is used to the determine the volume of air inside the soil collar,
which is in turn used to calculate the total system volume. Total system volume is an
important parameter of the flux calculation, so it should be determined as accurately
as possible. The collar offset is measured by the distance between the soil surface and
the top of the soil collar.
For the most accurate measurements, it is recommended that you measure collar
height in 3-4 places and average these numbers. This is especially important when
collars are installed in uneven or sloping soil.

Insertion depth
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Make sure the soil collar is not disturbed when placing the chamber on it. The chamber edge should be as close to the soil surface as practical (within 1-2 cm) so that air
flow within the chamber causes mixing near the soil surface.

Making your own soil collars
Many soil gas flux experiments
require a large number of collars. We recommend making
your own collars with materials
that are widely available in the
United States. In other countries
you may need to special order
materials.
l

Inside Diameter: 20.32 cm

l

Outside Diameter: 21.34 cm

l

Height: 11.43 cm

LI-COR soil collars are constructed from thick-walled 8
inch SDR 35 PVC pipe. Begin by cutting a length of pipe to approximately 4.5
inches (11.43 cm). Then, use a grinder, coarse file, or a lathe to bevel the bottom
edge to an angle of 24°. This angle allows for easier insertion of the collar into the
soil.
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Taking measurements
This section describes how to connect with the Smart Chamber using a computer or
mobile device and take a basic measurement.

Connecting a PC or mobile device to the Smart Chamber
You can connect to the Smart Chamber with a wireless network (Wi-Fi), a wired network connection, or a wired USB connection.

Wireless network connection
Each Smart Chamber ships with Wi-Fi enabled and requires only a few steps to connect. This procedure can be performed with a computer, tablet, or smart phone in
the Chrome, Safari, or Firefox web browsers.
1 Power on the Smart Chamber.
2 Connect your computer or smart phone to the Smart Chamber Wi-Fi network
Follow the standard procedure for identifying Wi-Fi networks on your computer
or mobile device.
l

l

Network Name: Smart Chamber
Serial number (like 82s-nnnn)
Password: licorenv

If you are unable to find the Smart
Chamber Wi-Fi network, Wi-Fi may be
disabled (see Enabling and disabling Wi-Fi
(software) on page 3-4).

Using the Smart Chamber
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3 Enter the hostname or IP Address in a web browser address bar
One of the following will work.
l

l

l

Hostname: Enter http://82s-nnnn.local, where 82s-nnnn is the hostname
(the serial number) of your Smart Chamber.
Alternate Hostname: Some Android OS devices do not support multicast
Domain Name Service (mDNS). You may need to enter the hostname in this
format instead: http://82s-nnnn.sc.licor.com.
Fixed IP address: Enter http://192.168.46.1. This fixed IP address is used by
every Smart Chamber when the internal Wi-Fi is enabled.

The Smart Chamber interface will load in the browser window.
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Wired network or USB connection
You may need to connect with a wired network connection, if for example, Wi-Fi is
not allowed or you accidentally (or intentionally) disable Wi-Fi. With a wired network connection, you can configure Wi-Fi settings and operate the Smart Chamber
normally.
1 Power on the Smart Chamber.
2 Install a network or USB cable.
The network cable connects the Smart Chamber to a vacant port on your network
or directly to your computer's network port. The USB cable goes between the USB
device port and a USB port on your computer.1
3 Enter the hostname (the serial number) in a web browser address bar.
Enter http://82s-nnnn.local, where 82s-nnnn is the hostname (and the serial
number) of your Smart Chamber.
The Smart Chamber interface will load in the browser window.

1If you are unable to connect with the device with the USB connection, your computer may not have the

correct RNDIS drivers to support "USB over Ethernet." You will need to install an RNDIS driver to
resolve the issue.

Wired network or USB connection
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Disabling Wi-Fi (hardware only)
If Wi-Fi is not permitted in your country, you will need to disable it. To disable
internal Wi-Fi, simply insert a USB Wi-Fi adapter into the designated USB-A port
under the power button. The internal Wi-Fi will automatically be disabled. It will
then remain disabled until it is re-enabled in the software interface (a wired network
or USB connection is required). You can also control the Wi-Fi setting in the software.

Enabling and disabling Wi-Fi (software)
You can configure the Smart Chamber Wi-Fi settings through the software interface.
1 Connect the chamber to a computer using the network or USB-B cable (see Wired network or USB
connection on the previous page).
2 View network settings.
3 Under Wi-Fi Status, set it to On or Off and click Update to apply the setting.
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Setting the time zone
Before starting a measurement, check and set the time zone. You only need to do
this the first time you use the smart chamber or any time you go to a different time
zone. This will ensure that the data have the correct time stamp for your location. In
the Settings screen, under Timezone, select the zone for your area.

Click or tap the Update button to store the setting.

Checklists
Review the Preparations checklist on the next page and Measurements checklist on the
next page before starting your field work.

Setting the time zone
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Preparations checklist
Plan your field work in advance so that you are ready to go when the day for your
field work arrives. Complete this checklist one day or more in advance of your field
work.
l

l

l
l

Soil collars in place for at least 6 hours, but ideally 24+ hours before measurements? See Installing soil collars on page 2-14.
Gas analyzer tubing connected to Smart Chamber? Volumes known?
l For the LI-7810 or LI-7820, see Connecting an LI-7810 or LI-7820 Trace Gas
Analyzer on page 2-3.
l For the LI-870, see Connecting an LI-870 on page 2-7.
l For other gas analyzers, see Using with non-LI-COR gas analyzer on page B-1
and Determining effective volume on page B-3.
l To subsample, see Using the trace gas sampling kit on page A-1 and Calculating
system volume on page A-2.
Batteries charged or charging? Batteries on page 2-1.
Soil types known (HydraProbe only)?

Measurements checklist
At the beginning or your field day, review this checklist. As you get more experience
with the Smart Chamber, you'll know which items need attention and which can be
ignored.
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
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Gas analyzers warmed up and performing as expected?
Smart Chamber time zone set? See Setting the time zone on the previous page.
Soil probe or HydraProbe connected? See Connecting soil probes on page 2-11.
For home-made soil collars only (if internal area is different from LI-COR collars), are the areas known to you? Otherwise, the software default settings are correct.
Ready to measure soil collar heights? If collar heights are the same for all collars,
you only need to measure one. If they are different, you need to measure and
enter each one. Bring a ruler with your field kit.
Extra charged battery in your field kit?
Snack to eat and water to drink? It'll be a good day of data collection.
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Measurement tutorial
The steps presented here outline the general workflow for configuring and starting a
measurement.

1

Create a new data file
Connect to the Smart Chamber with your computer or mobile device (see Connecting a PC or mobile device to the Smart Chamber on page 3-1). Tap the Files button
to view data files on the Smart Chamber. The Smart Chamber will automatically
open the previous data file when it is powered on. In this case, however, you're creating a new file, so enter a name in the field called New Output File. Enter a remark
if desired. Tap Update (

2

) to open the new data file.

Connect with the gas analyzers
Be sure the gas analyzer cables and tubing are installed. Go to Settings to select an
analyzer. In the Analyzers section, select your analyzers from the lists.

Measurement tutorial
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If no analyzers are listed, the Smart Chamber is probably on a different network
than the gas analyzer. If you have previously connected to a Trace Gas Analyzer and
you want to connect to a different one, click Clear first to disable the existing connection.

3

Configure the measurement
In the Settings page, complete the following:
A Set the Constants:
l

Collar Offset cm: The value entered here will be the default value. You can

l

change it with each measurement.
Soil Area cm2: This is the area inside the collar. For LI-COR soil collars, use the
default area. If using a homemade collar, enter the area for your collar.

B Check the Volumes:
For a LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzer, click Set Volumes and select a tubing length (1.2
m or 2 m). For the LI-870, the tubing length is 1.2 m. If you have altered the volume
of the system, you will need to enter different volumes to compute accurate results.
Check the Auto-fill Volume box for each option to restore the default values.
C Set the measurement Configuration.
The default values are recommended for a typical CO2 and CH4 measurement. You
may need to use other settings in some circumstances.

l
l
l
l
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Observation Length: 90-120 seconds.
# of Reps: 1.
Deadband: 20-40 seconds.
Post Purge: 30-45 seconds,
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See Soil gas flux measurement theory on page C-1 and The Settings page on page 5-7 for
details on these fields.
D Set the Soil Medium if using the Stevens HydraProbe.
E Tap Update (

4

) to save the settings.

Start the measurement
Place the Smart Chamber on a collar. Insert the soil probes into the soil. Return to
the home screen and tap the large Start button to initiate the measurement.
l
l
l

l
l

Measurement tutorial

Verify that the Collar Offset is correct. Enter a different value if needed.
Edit the ID Tag. This simply identifies each measurement.
Check Auto-Increment ID Tag to automatically give each measurement a sequential identifier. Clear the check mark to make the ID tag editable.
Enter an ID Remark. The remark will be associated with this measurement.
Review the Connected 78xx, Connected LI-870, and the Output File. If any of
these fields need to be changed, cancel the measurement to make changes.
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5

Tap Start
The measurement will proceed automatically. Depending on which variables you
have selected in the right-hand portion of the Home screen, you can view data values
as they are logged.

The colored bars in the graph correspond to the following time points of your measurement (in order from left to right). The names in parentheses correspond to the
legend that can be viewed in the Smart Chamber software:
l

Solid Green: Chamber begins closing (Repetition Start).

l

Dotted Orange: Dead band starts (Chamber Touchdown).

l

Dotted Blue: Chamber begins opening, post-purge begins (Chamber Reopen).

l

Solid Red: Post-purge ends for final repetition (Measurement Complete).

At the completion of a measurement (one or several repetitions), pick up the chamber and soil probes and continue to the next collar. Repeat steps four and five until
you have collected all of your data.
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Data files
In this section we describe how to review logged data on the instrument and how to
download those files to a computer for further analysis. In addition, we review the
contents of data files, including the header and footer. To access data files on the
instrument, click Files.

Viewing data on the instrument
On the Files page, you will see your newly-finished file at the top of the list. To view
the contents of your file before downloading it, press the graph icon under Actions.
You will first be prompted to choose an ID Tag to view the data for that collar.

Using the Smart Chamber
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After selecting your ID Tag, the data will be displayed below the ID Tag menu, beginning with the default Review Metadata option. A number of variables will be displayed. To the right of Review Metadata, you can also change the display for each
of the individual repetitions within each ID Tag (assuming you took >1 repetition at
a single ID Tag). s

In addition to reviewing metadata, you may also review your flux data (Review
Fluxes) or review the averages of your measured variables (Review Averages).

Downloading data from the instrument
While the Smart Chamber software allows a convenient interface for viewing your
data, you may also download your file for advanced analysis with SoilFluxPro Software, or for viewing, visualization, and/or analysis in your statistical software of
choice. Your data file(s) will be downloaded to the directory specified by your
browser. You can modify this location in your browser settings.
The following section describes the structure of files downloaded from your Smart
Chamber with a data dictionary that describes variable names from the files and
how those variables are displayed in the interface software.
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Data file structure
Files downloaded from the Smart Chamber are broken into four sections: Header,
Data, Summary, and Footer variables.

Header
Header variables provide a summary of variables that are taken directly from the

Smart Chamber or gas analyzer, and values that are set in the Smart Chamber interface software.
Listing 4-1. The Header provides a summary of variables.
{ "name": "garden_soil_flux",
"remark": "garden next to LI-COR greenhouse",
"date":1561126635,
"datasets": [
{ "measurement_1":
{
"remark": "Collar 1",
"reps":
{
"REP_1": {
"header":{
"Chamber":"82s-1015",
"Version":"1.5",
"InstrumentModel":"li870",
"InstrumentSerialNumber":"ssa-1022",
"Date":"2019-06-21 15:18:10",
"RepNum":1,
"DeadBand":20,
"Area":318,
"Offset":3,
"ChamVolume":4244.1,
"IrgaVolume":99.42,
"TotalVolume":5297.52,
"gps_time":1561148290,
"latitude":40.8568,
"longitude":-96.6571,
"gps_hdop":0.76,
"altitude":367.8,
"gps_sats":13,
"TimeZone":"CST6CDT"
},

Data file structure
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Labels
A fifth section, called Labels, is used to map variables between the Smart Chamber
software and data files with SoilFluxPro, but these definitions have no impact on
your measurements.
"labels":{
"area":"Area",
"volume":"TotalVolume",
"deadband":"DeadBand",
"etime":"timestamp",
"pressure":"chamber_p",
"temperature":"chamber_t",
"h2o":"h2o"
},
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Data
Data variables, if recorded, are recorded once per second for as many seconds as

there are in the duration of the observation Many of these variables can be viewed in
real time from the Home Screen and can also be viewed in the File Viewer. Summary variables show the initial value, mean, and range of the same variables recorded as Data variables.
Listing 4-2. The Data is toward the top of a measurement repitition. It begins with time,
followed by data records that correspond to each point in the timestamp.
"data":{
"timestamp":[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,
14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,
27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,
40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,
53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,
66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,
79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,
92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100,101,102,103,
104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,
114,115,116,117,118,119],
"chamber_p":[96.5794,96.5559,96.5727,96.5841,96.5938,
96.5515,96.5955,96.5829,96.623,96.5866,96.5963,
96.589,96.5819,96.5908,96.5872,96.5848,96.5805,
96.5861,96.5742,96.5835,96.5717,96.5888,96.5964,
96.5466,96.5838,96.5868,96.5735,96.5861,96.6204,
96.5755,96.6027,96.5908,96.5674,96.6072,96.5866,
96.5675,96.5452,96.58,96.5775,96.5953,96.6406,
96.5856,96.615,96.5872,96.5466,96.5783,96.6087,
96.5734,96.5909,96.5718,96.5651,96.5722,96.5807,
96.606,96.5936,96.5969,96.6092,96.5958,96.5906,
96.545,96.6203,96.5843,96.5727,96.5853,96.5818,
96.5645,96.5917,96.6016,96.5971,96.5741,96.5902,
96.5839,96.6054,96.5858,96.5811,96.586,96.5742,
96.5882,96.5714,96.5803,96.6093,96.5794,96.5917,
96.6259,96.5965,96.6331,96.591,96.6118,96.5825,
96.579,96.6206,96.6176,96.5867,96.6159,96.6021,
96.5732,96.5802,96.6038,96.5985,96.5872,96.5866,
96.592,96.615,96.6237,96.6067,96.5917,96.6047,
96.5758,96.6095,96.5721,96.6007,96.5757,96.5748,
96.5908,96.5736,96.5991,96.5903,96.5908,96.6057,
96.6216],
...

Data
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Summary
Summary variables are taken from your Smart Chamber, displayed in the Diagnostics page, or are entered in the Measurement Settings section of the user inter-

face software. After a measurement is completed, these variables can be viewed in
the File Viewer under Review Metadata in the same format as in data files.
Listing 4-3. The Summary are readings taken by the Smart Chamber.
"summary":{
"timestamp":[0,59.5,119],
"chamber_p":[96.5675,96.5891,0.0956268],
"chamber_p_t":[42.4249,43.1838,1.45625],
"chamber_t":[31.7913,31.4581,0.429932],
"soil_t":[9999,9999,0],
"soilp_c":[0.105,0.105833,0.002],
"soilp_m":[0.412909,0.416333,0.012],
"soilp_t":[33.7455,34.1667,0.400002],
"co2":[407.552,465.22,108.547],
"co2_wet":[396.912,446.847,96.9495],
"h2o":[26.1346,39.2463,16.9272],
"cell_t":[51.4534,51.4569,0.0199013],
"cell_p":[95.7688,95.7761,0.0236053],
"flow_rate":[0.741264,0.741002,0.00915241]
},
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Footer
Lastly, the Footer variables give fluxes and other processed data calculated from
SoilFluxPro™ Software. Three variables are presented at the top of this section, followed by flux data for the individual gases being measured.
Listing 4-4. The Footer gives fluxes and other data that has been calculated. Gases are identified by name.
"footer":{
"P_o":96.5878,
"T_o":31.9038,
"W_o":29.32,
"fluxes":[{
"name":"ch4",
"F_o":0.0868594,
"F_cv":4.71688,
"t_o":24.5392,
"C_o":1918.24,
"a":0.00138232,
"C_x":1928.44,
"iter":5,
"sei":0.045308,
"ses":0.000647258,
"r2":0.813923,
"slope":0.0141046,
"domain":98,
"n":99
},
{
"name":"co2",
"F_o":5.41461,
"F_cv":1.35554,
"t_o":-2.62295,
"C_o":396.007,
"a":0.00171484,
"C_x":908.734,
"iter":2,
"sei":0.495223,
"ses":0.00707461,
"r2":0.992023,
"slope":0.879245,
"domain":98,
"n":99
}]
}

Footer
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More information on these variables can be found in the SoilFluxPro™ Software
manual, available at www.licor.com/env/support.

Data dictionary
The following tables provide a detailed description of how the variables from each
section of the data file are represented in the user interface software, and how these
variables are defined.

Header variables
Data File
Variable
Chamber
Version
DeviceType

Interface Variable

Definition
Smart Chamber serial number.
Smart Chamber software version.
LI-COR analyzer(s).

Date
RepNum
DeadBand
Area
Offset
ChamVolume
IrgaVolume

Name
Version
LI-7810, LI-7820,
or LI-870
TG10/TG20-xxxxx
or SSA-xxxx
Deadband
Soil Area
Collar Offset
Chamber
IRGA(s)

TotalVolume

Total

gps_time
latitude
longitude
gps_hdop

Lat
Long
HDOP

altitude
gps_sats

Altitude
# Satellites

TimeZone

Timezone

DeviceName
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-

Analyzer serial number(s) (if using LI-COR
analyzer).
Timestamp for when the repetition begins.
Repetition number.
Dead band (seconds).
Soil collar area (cm2).
Soil collar height (cm).
Smart Chamber system volume (cm3).
Gas analyzer optical bench volume (cm3). This
reported value also includes tubing volume.
Total system volume (cm3; calculated as
IrgaVolume + ChamVolume + (Offset * Area))
GPS Time (seconds since 05 Jan 1980).
Soil collar latitude (degrees).
Soil collar longitude (degrees).
GPS dilution of precision (see Troubleshooting
on page 6-1).
Soil collar altitude (meters above sea level).
Number of GPS satellites being used to
calculate GPS data.
User-set time zone.
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Data variables
Data File
Variable
timestamp
chamber_p

soilp_c

Interface
Variable
Chamber
Pressure
Chamber
Temperature
Soil
Temperature
Soil EC

soilp_m

Soil Moisture

soilp_t
ch4
co2

Soil
Temperature
CH4
CO2

h2o

H2O

chamber_p_t
chamber_t
soil_t

Data variables

err

-

cell_t
cell_p

-

Definition
Observation length time (seconds).
Chamber pressure (kPa).
Chamber pressure sensor temperature (°C).
Chamber temperature (°C).
Soil temperature value read from type-E
thermocouple port (°C).
Soil electrical conductivity value from Stevens
HydraProbe (S/m).
Soil moisture value from Stevens HydraProbe
(m3/m3).
Soil temperature value from Stevens HydraProbe (°C).
Methane concentration (ppb) reported from LI-7810.
Carbon dioxide concentration (ppm) reported from LI7810 or LI-7815 or LI-870.
Water vapor mole fraction (mmol/mol) reported from
LI-7810, LI-7815, or LI-870.
Error code from LI-78xx Trace Gas Analyzers. Refer to
your trace gas analyzer manual for detailed
information about the error code.
Optical bench temperature (°C) from LI-870 analyzer.
Optical bench pressure (kPa) from LI-870 analyzer.
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Summary variables
Data File
Variable
timestamp

Interface
Variable
-

chamber_p

Chamber
Pressure
-

chamber_p_t
chamber_t

soilp_c

Chamber
Temperature
Soil
Temperature
Soil EC

soilp_m

Soil Moisture

soilp_t
ch4

Soil
Temperature
CH4

co2

CO2

h2o

H2O

err

-

cell_t

-

soil_t
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Definition
Initial value, mean, and range of observation length
time (seconds).
Initial value, mean, and range of chamber pressure
values (kPa).
Initial value, mean, and range of chamber pressure
sensor temperature values (°C).
Initial value, mean, and range of chamber
temperature values (°C).
Initial value, mean, and range of soil temperature
values read from type-E thermocouple port (°C).
Initial value, mean, and range of soil electrical
conductivity values from Stevens HydraProbe (S/m).
Initial value, mean, and range of soil moisture values
from Stevens HydraProbe (m3/m3).
Initial value, mean, and range of soil temperature
values from Stevens HydraProbe (°C).
Initial value, mean, and range of methane
concentration values (ppb) reported from LI-7810.
Initial value, mean, and range of carbon dioxide
concentration values (ppm) reported from LI-7810 or
LI-7815 or LI-870.
Water vapor mole fraction (mmol/mol) reported from
LI-7810, LI-7815, or LI-870.
Error code from LI-78xx Trace Gas Analyzers. Refer to
your trace gas analyzer manual for detailed
information about the error code.
Optical bench temperature from LI-870 analyzer.
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Footer variables
Data File
Variable
P_o
T_o
W_o
name

Interface
Variable
ch4; co2

F_o

name_F_o

F_cv
t_o
C_o
α
C_x
sei

name_F_cv
name_t_o
name_C_o
name_α
name_C_x
name_sei

ses
r2
slope
domain
n

Footer variables

Definition
Initial chamber pressure (kPa).
Initial chamber temperature (°C).
Initial water vapor mole fraction (mmol/mol).
Name of gas species being summarized. Used as the prefix
in the interface-displayed version of the remaining flux
variables.
Flux computed from the exponential fit (unit depends on gas
species).
Flux coefficient of variance (%).

The t0 term for the exponential fit (seconds).
Initial gas concentration (unit depends on gas species).
The α term for the exponential fit.
The term C∞ for the exponential fit.
Standard error of the intercept of the concentration vs. time
curve (%).
name_ses
Standard error of the slope of the concentration vs. time
curve (%).
name_r2
Flux correlation coefficient.
name_slope Slope of the exponential fit at time t0.
name_
Number of data points in the observation length.
domain
name_n
Number of data points used for exponential curve fitting.
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Software overview
In this section, the Smart Chamber user interface software is explained in detail,
beginning with a general tour of the software, an overview of programming and
starting measurements, data viewing, and file transfer, and concludes with a data dictionary describing the Smart Chamber variables.
The Smart Chamber user interface consists of five main screens:
l

Home Page, where you start measurements and view live data.

l

Files, where you create new files, view data, and download files.

l

Settings, where you will connect to analyzers and program measurements.

l

Network, where you update Wi-Fi settings and other network settings.

l

Diagnostics, where you can view information about your instrument.

Basic navigation
At the top right of the any page, you will see a cog icon
for Options. Click this button to navigate to other pages
of the interface. From any of the other pages, you can
click the home button to return to the Home Page.

Status bar
At the top of any window, the Status bar shows battery
charge status, Smart Chamber performance status (green
or red dot), and date and time. The battery icon will turn
red when your battery has less than 10% charge remaining. The analyzer status icon will turn red with an exclam-
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ation mark if your analyzer is not warmed up or is sending an error message (see
Troubleshooting on page 6-1 for details).

The Home page
The Home page is the initial page that loads when you connect to the instrument.

Start button
At the top left of the screen, you will find the Start button and measurement Status
information. Click the start button the initiate a measurement. To the right of the
status information, Repetition and Measurement progress bars show the status of
any measurement that is underway.

Variables list
The right-hand portion of the page provides variables representing parameters being
measured by the Smart Chamber and attached analyzers. You can reorder or remove
a variable by clicking the arrows or X.
You can add a new variable by clicking on a box displaying Click To Set. Smart
Chamber refers to the variables being measured by the Smart Chamber, while Soil
Probe shows variables being measured by the Stevens HydraProbe (if connected).
Additional menus will be automatically populated when you connect to an analyzer,
including fluxes (if you are using a LI-COR gas analyzer). The Smart Chamber will
save your variable configuration so it will stay the same if you leave the software or
navigate to other pages.
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Graphs

The Home page
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The bottom-left section of the Home Screen displays live graphs of up to two variables at a time, selectable from the displayed variables in the right hand section of
the page. Click the variables on the right-hand portion of the screen to display them
on separate Y-axes. The bottom of the graph display also allows you to switch
between 30-, 15-, 5-, and 1-minute time series.

Additionally, use the stopwatch icon to switch between minutes or seconds. The
small icon with three vertical bars can be used to show or hide the vertical bars in
the graph, while the icon with dots and horizontal bars next to it provides a legend
for the colored bars. Lastly, the graph can be expanded to the full window size by
clicking the box icon at the top-left corner of the graph.
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The Files page
The Files page consists of three main sections: a memory remaining indicator, data
output section, and a list of data files.

Memory Remaining
This shows the percentage of memory remaining (of 8 GB total) on your Smart
Chamber. You will not be able to take more measurements if the memory is full.
The Smart Chamber will not overwrite files, and you must delete files manually
before preceding.

Data Output
The Data Output displays the Current Output File and Current Output Remark for
the file to which you are currently logging data. You must create a new file or open
an existing file before you begin logging measurements. The remaining section lists
all of the data files currently stored on your Smart Chamber, including the file
Name, Remark, and Date the file was created. Under Actions, you can view the
details of a file, download the file, or delete it. Click the Update button to create a
new data file.

List of data files
The lower portion of the page provides a list of all files
that are stored on the Smart Chamber, as well as options
to manage the data, including View, Download, and

The Files page
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Delete. Viewing is described in Viewing data on the instrument on page 4-1.
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The Settings page
As the name suggests, this is the section of the software where you will configure
your measurement settings. Note the large Update button. You must press Update
after changing any settings. If you make changes and navigate elsewhere in the software without pressing Update, your changes will not be saved.

Chamber
The option is to open or close the chamber. Also indicates the current chamber position.

Pump
Turns the circulation pump on or off. During a measurement, the pump will always
be set to on and you cannot alter it until the measurement is complete.

Analyzers
To connect to a LI-7810, LI-7815, and/or LI-870 gas analyzer. The analyzers will be
automatically detected and presented in the list. You will also select the Soil
Medium for the Stevens HydraProbe. This updates the calibration coefficient the
probe uses to convert signal to soil moisture values.

The Settings page
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Software
Specify the time zone where measurements are taken. Under Variable Layout, click
Reset Layout to clear the configuration on the Home Page of the software and reset
it to the default configuration.

Constants
Constants include the soil Collar Offset (see Measuring the collar offset on page 2-15)
and Soil Area inside the collars. Checking Default Settings will automatically fill the
Soil Area for standard 20 cm collars from LI-COR and a default Collar Offset value

(note that you will always be able to enter a new collar offset value before starting a
new measurement).

Volumes
Here you configure the total system volume - an integral component of soil gas flux
computations. Click Set Values to customize volumes for the gas analyzer, tubing,
and the Smart Chamber bowl. The software will compute a new volume, which it
will use for measurements.

Configuration
Lastly, in the Configurations section, you will program the details of your measurement, including the following.
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l

Observation Length: The amount of time the chamber is closed.

l

Number of Repetitions: For replicate measurements on the same collar.

l

Deadband: The amount of time the chamber will remain closed before data

l

begins being used for curve fitting.
Post Purge: The amount of time the circulation pump runs after the chamber
begins to open.
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The Network page
The Network page is where you set the Smart Chamber IP address and configure
Wi-Fi settings.

Network settings
The Network settings section allows you to configure the chamber network settings.
A Dynamic IP address requires no additional configuration and is suitable for most
networks, but will change when you connect or disconnect your Smart Chamber to
your network. When selected, the network assigns an IP address to the instrument.
A Static IP address gives the Smart Chamber a fixed IP address. It requires that your
network administrator set aside an address (or, more likely, a range of addresses). If
selected, the IP remains constant. You manage the networking manually by setting
the IP address, subnet mask, and possibly the gateway.
l

l
l

The Network page

IP: If setting a static IP address, enter the desired IP address. For a local network,

you'll use something like 172.24.1.nn, where the values represented by nn are
octets that uniquely identify this instrument on the network.
Subnet Mask: Typically 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway: Set the first two octets to match those of the IP address.
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Wi-Fi
Here you configure the Wi-Fi status.
l

l
l

Wi-Fi Source: Internal, from the internal Wi-Fi capabilities, or External for an

external USB adapter
Wi-Fi Status: Off or On. Click to change the status.
Wi-Fi Channel: Specifies which is used for Wi-Fi. Change the channel if the connection is unstable (see Section 6. ).

The Diagnostics page
The Diagnostics page consists of four read-only sections that display the details of
your instrument, software version, and other information.

Instrument
The Instrument section provides details including the Model, Name of the Smart
Chamber (which, incidentally, is also the serial number and Host Name), and software Version, and Serial Number.
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Internals
The Internals section displays Chamber Position (up or down) and Pump Status
(on or off).

GPS
The GPS section provides diagnostic information for your GPS connection. The
Lat/Long data can be useful for locating your collars and is also saved to your measurement files. HDOP is the horizontal dilution of GPS precision attributed relative
satellite-receiver geometry, and is closely related to the number of satellites. The
GPS receiver needs data from at least 4 satellites to determine latitude, longitude,
and altitude. If you are not connected to at least 4 satellites, you may have no data at
all, or the data you have may not be reliable.

Battery
The Battery section displays the current Charge level of your battery and the estimated number of hours remaining. This estimation is based on the current state of
your instrument. In other words, if your instrument is idle, the estimate will reflect
how many hours your Smart Chamber would continue to run in an idle state.

The Diagnostics page
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Troubleshooting
In this section we describe how to identify some problems with the chamber and
how to you may resolve them. We begin by describing some basic issues related to
the operation of the instrument, software, and the data it provides, concluding with
an explanation of basic maintenance tasks.

Browser will not connect to the web software
If you are using Chrome, Firefox, or Safari, and you are receiving a connection error,
first check a few simple things following the instructions in Initial setup on page 2-1:
l

l

l

l

l

l

Check that your Smart Chamber is powered on and Wi-Fi is enabled. Did you
disable and re-enable Wi-Fi but forget to press Update after toggling the button?
Using an Android device? The Android operating system does not support multicast Domain Name Service (mDNS), so you must use an alternative address to
connect wirelessly with Android devices:
http://82s-nnnn.sc.licor.com.
Ensure that you are connected to the Wi-Fi network being broadcast by the
Smart Chamber. If you are somewhere where your device is programmed to automatically connect to a network, the Smart Chamber connection may be overridden and require you to reconnect.
Did you enter the correct security key (licorenv) when connecting? Note that
some devices will first prompt you to enter a PIN. In this case, you will need to
select Use a Security Key Instead, and then enter licorenv.
Make sure that you have properly identified your instrument serial number and
have entered it in the correct format in your browser.
Using a Windows PC? We recommend using Windows 10, Version 1809 or
higher. If you are using an older version, you may consider updating.
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If this checklist does not solve your issue, consider: do you have multiple Wi-Fi
devices broadcasting signals? Does your institution, university, location, etc., broadcast Wi-Fi on a specific channel? If so, these may be interfering with the Smart
Chamber Wi-Fi if they are on the same channel. In this case, try to connect to the
Smart Chamber on a different Wi-Fi channel. You can change the channel on the
Networking page of the user interface software (see Software overview on page 5-1),
and channel can be adjusted in the Wi-Fi settings of most smart phones, tablets, and
wireless settings of most PCs.

A note on mDNS and IPV6
For speed and security, the Smart Chamber was designed with the latest networking
technology, which includes mDNS and IPV6. These technologies are not fully supported by all devices and operating systems. There are two main cases where mDNS
and IPV6 limitations create Smart Chamber connection issues:
1 Android devices, which do not support mDNS.
Connecting to the Smart Chamber using the localhost requires mDNS, which is not
currently supported by the Android OS. The fix for this is simple: use a different
address: http://82s-nnnn.sc.licor.com., where 82s-nnnn is the serial number of your
Smart Chamber.
2 Deprecated Windows operating system versions.
Windows officially began supporting IPV6 with Windows 10 version 1809. You may
encounter issues connecting via localhost to your Smart Chamber if you are using
an older version. In this case, we recommend updating your operating system,
though this is not absolutely required for connection.
If you are not able to, or choose not to update your operating system, you may also
connect using the Smart Chamber IP address. An easy way to identify your Smart
Chamber IP address is through the Smart Chamber software updater. Follow the
instructions in Updating the software on page 7-1 to download and install the updater.
Connect your Smart Chamber to your computer via Ethernet, and launch the
updater software. Click to identify your chamber, and the IP address will be displayed:
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Write this address down for your records. It can be a useful backup if you run into
issues connecting using the localhost. Enter the IP address directly into your web
browser to launch the software.
If you cannot identify your Smart Chamber with the updater, you should check to
ensure the Smart Chamber is being recognized by your network. With your Smart
Chamber physically connected to your PC, open a command-line terminal and use
the ping or nslookup commands (for macOS and Windows, respectively):
l

ping 82s-xxxx.local (macOS)

l

nslookup 82s-xxxx.local (Windows)

If you receive a message like "Ping request could not find host 82s-xxxx.local. Please
check the name and try again," your Smart Chamber is not being recognized by
your network. In this case:
l

l
l

Is your Ethernet cable damaged or not connected properly? Are you using the
Cat 5e RJ45 Ethernet cable supplied with your Smart Chamber?
Is the Ethernet port and/or dongle of your PC working properly?
Are there any settings on your PC that would prevent you from connecting to
devices via Ethernet?

Section 6. Troubleshooting
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If you are not still not able to connect to the software using the IP address, you may
try installing Bonjour, a free zero configuration networking service from Apple, Inc.
(https://developer.apple.com/bonjour/index.html).
In any case, even if you are able to connect via IP address, you should contact LICOR support to troubleshoot connectivity via local host (using your Smart Chamber
serial number).

Red dot and exclamation mark appears by timestamp in the
interface software
This diagnostic indicator is dedicated to monitoring for error messages from connected gas analyzers. The dot will appear green if no error message is being received
from your analyzer (as shown below) but will appear red if your analyzer is communicating an error or is still warming up.

If you are using a LI-870 CO2/H2O analyzer, the most common scenario for this
error message is that the optical bench is still warming up. The optical bench of the
LI-870 is temperature- and pressure-controlled, and the warning symbol will appear
until the optical bench temperature has reached a steady state pressure, and a temperature of approximately 51 °C, which may take up to 10-15 minutes, depending
on ambient temperature. With your LI-870 connected, you can visualize these vari-
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ables from the Home Screen of the software, and wait for it to stabilize to see if this
resolves your issue.
If you are using a LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzer, refer to the instrument display to see
the specific error message. Troubleshoot this error message following the instructions in your LI-78xx user manual.
You may also consult LI-COR technical support to troubleshoot further analyzer
issues.

Bellows pump continues to run after the chamber has finished
opening or closing
This indicates that the bellows or bellows tubing has a leak. If the bellows pump
does not run during a measurement, the issue will not affect measurements. If the
pump does run during a measurement, the movement of the chamber could alter
the pressure and volume slightly. Therefore, we recommend repairing the issue prior
to measurements. Contact LI-COR technical support to discuss repair options.

Chamber will not open or close, or it opens or closes very slowly
This indicates leaking bellows or bellow tubing. A leak in this system will prevent
the bellows from responding properly. If the bellows will not stay in the open position (it slowly closes, in spite of the setting), most likely there is a leak in the pneumatic system or contamination of a valve. Contact LI-COR technical support to
discuss repair options.

Data are noisy
First, check for a leaky soil collar. If collar is wobbly or if there are gaps between the
soil and collar, there are probably leaks that allow ambient air into the chamber during a measurement. Reinstall the collar at another location.
Second, check for poor chamber seal around the collar. Check the gaskets on the
chamber and replaced damaged gaskets if needed. If noisy data still persists, check
for leaks in the air tubing, especially near the connectors. Check the connectors to
ensure they are tight.

Bellows pump continues to run after the chamber has finished opening or closing
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Initial CO2 concentrations are high
Did someone exhale near the chamber while it was closing? Did you disturb the soil
surrounding your collar? Typically, CO2 concentrations will be near ambient levels
when you start a measurement.

Low or no flow during measurement cycle
Is there a blockage in a tube? Examine the tubes for evidence of a blockage or liquid
water. If you can see a blockage, clean or replace the tubes with tubing from the
spares kit if needed. If you see water, take off the tubes immediately and power off
the system. Try to get the water out as soon as possible, and consider calling LI-COR
technical support.
Is your pump bad? The circulation pump should run as soon as the bellows mechanism begins closing, and continue to run throughout the measurement and postpurge. If you cannot hear the pump run, it may have failed. In this case, contact LICOR technical support.

Assessing GPS data accuracy
The Smart Chamber reports the accuracy of GPS data (latitude, longitude, altitude)
by providing horizontal dilution of precision (HDOP). HDOP is closely related to
the number of satellites, and represents the preciseness of data based on the relative
geometries of the available satellites.
HDOP Value

Description

1

Perfect; the highest possible HDOP value, indicates the highest
quality data.
Excellent
Good
Moderate
Fair; this data provides a very rough estimate of position.
Poor; data with an HDOP of >20 has the lowest possible precision
and may be inaccurate as much as 300 meters.

1-2
2-5
5-10
10-20
>20
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Maintaining the Smart Chamber
The Smart Chamber may require periodic maintenance, which is described in this
section.

Updating the software
The embedded software that runs on the instrument may need to be updated periodically. Software updates include new features and bug fixes. We recommend that
you always run the most current software on the Smart Chamber.
To update the software:
1 Acquire the updater application from licor.com/env/support/Smart-Chamber/software.html and
install it on your computer.
The updater is available for both Windows and macOS computers.
2 Power on the Smart Chamber.
3 Connect the Smart Chamber to your computer or your local network using a standard RJ45 network cable.
We do not recommend using a wireless connection to install the update. Use a
wired network connection if possible.
4 Launch the updater application.
It will display a list of all Smart Chambers on your network. Select the Smart Chamber to update and then click Update Software. The application will load the new
files onto the Smart Chamber. It may take several minutes. Be sure that the computer and the Smart Chamber are powered on until the update is complete. Prevent
your computer from entering sleep mode during this time.
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Replacing the chamber air input filter
There is one air filter (part number 301-08119) in the pneumatic circuit that drives
air into the chambers. The filter can become clogged, which will affect the performance of the pump. Do not run the pump if you think the filter is clogged.
Doing so can damage the pump.
To replace the filter, locate it according to the diagram below. If you are careful, you
can cut the 1/4" Bev-A-Line tubing to remove the old filter and install the new filter
in place of the old one. Additional tubing and an additional filter are included in
your Smart Chamber spares kit. If you find that the tube is too short after cutting it,
use the additional tubing and cut one or two pieces to use in place of the old ones.
The filter is not reusable. It can be disposed of with municipal waste. Additional filters can be purchased from LI-COR.
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Maintaining the gaskets
The Smart Chamber uses three gaskets to seal the chamber during a measurement.
The first is a black neoprene gasket that is located on the bottom of the chamber.
This gasket will not typically require maintenance unless it is physically damaged
during use. The other two gaskets are located on the bottom chamber, beneath the
metal flange that surrounds the soil collar. The 8" soil collar gasket (part number
6581-108) and white foam gasket (part number 6581-107), may need to be replaced
on a more regular basis.

Foam gasket
The foam gasket is the most easily damaged. Inspect the foam gasket before you start
making measurements each day. If the foam is torn or compressed, or if it appears as
though the foam will not make a good seal, you should replace it.
You do not need to remove the gasket plate when replacing the foam gasket. Simply
pry it out with a blade or screw driver and press the new one in place. In some cases,

Maintaining the gaskets
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you can reuse a foam gasket by flipping it over. Work the gasket into place with
your fingers. Be careful not to stretch the gasket. Be sure it is seated all the way and
that it lays flat in the flange.

Collar gasket
The collar gasket should not need to be replaced unless it is torn. To replace the gasket, loosen each of the four gasket plate screws until the plate is free of the chamber.
Remove the plate and old gasket. Align the new gasket with the screw holes and reassemble the chamber.

Neoprene gasket
The bottom of the bowl has a neoprene gasket that forms a seal when the chamber
is closed. The gasket should be replaced if it has visible damage or if you determine
that it no longer forms a seal when the chamber is closed.
1 Unscrew the four cap nuts and washers from the cap bolts seated in the bottom of the chamber
supports.
2 Gently move the supports slightly out of the way so they are clear of the bottom plate assembly,
and remove the bottom plate assembly.
3 Remove the damaged gasket from the bowl. You can pull the gasket off or use a razor blade to trim
it. Be careful not to damage the finish of the chamber bowl. After removal, clean the chamber surface with alcohol to remove any adhesive residue.
4 Cut a piece of new gasket material to a length of about 63 cm (25").
5 Remove the adhesive backing from the new gasket material and install the gasket around the bottom of the chamber bowl.
6 Trim the ends of the new gasket so both ends are touching and apply Loctite to glue the ends
together.
7 Reassemble the chamber.

Important note on shipping lithium ion batteries
Many new LI-COR instruments are powered by lithium ion batteries; LI-COR
recommends that you do not ship these batteries, unless you need them examined.
Effective April 1, 2016, new shipping requirements were issued regarding the shipment of lithium ion batteries. There are three separate shipping scenarios described
below: 1) Batteries are packaged with the original equipment, 2) Additional batteries
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(quantity of two or fewer) are packaged without the original equipment, and 3)
Additional batteries(quantity of three to ten) are packaged without the original
equipment.

Shipping batteries with equipment
When packed with equipment, lithium ion batteries (quantity 1-3) are classified as
UN3481, packing instruction 966, section II, and require that the package be labeled
with the Lithium Ion battery handling label (see Figure 7-1 on the next page). A fullsize copy of this label that can be printed and affixed to the package can be downloaded from https://licor.box.com/v/Li-Ion-Shipping-Label.

Shipping batteries without equipment (2 or less)
When packed without equipment, lithium ion batteries (quantity 1-2) are classified
as UN3480, packing instruction 965, section II, and require:
l

Not declared as Dangerous Goods.

l

One or two batteries.
Shipper’s Declaration: Quantity and type of packing - Packing: 1 Fiberboard
Box, Quantity: 0.46 kg weight per battery.
Label package with Lithium Ion battery handling label.
Label package as Cargo Aircraft only.
Airway bill states “Lithium ion batteries in compliance with Section II of PI
965”.
Only one package per consignment.

l

l
l
l

l

Shipping batteries without equipment (3 to 10)
When packed without equipment, lithium ion batteries (quantity 3-10) are classified
as UN3480, packing instruction 965, section IB, and require:
l

l
l

Is declared as Dangerous Goods (Proper shipping name: UN3480 Lithium Ion
Batteries, Class 9)
Three to ten batteries
Shipper’s Declaration: Quantity and type of packing - Packing: 1 Fiberboard
Box, Quantity: 0.46 kg weight per battery

Shipping batteries with equipment
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l

l
l
l

Label package with Lithium Ion battery handling label; a copy of which can be
printed and affixed to the package by downloading from
https://licor.box.com/v/Li-Ion-Shipping-Label.
Label package as Cargo Aircraft only
Label package with Class 9 hazard label
Airway bill states “Lithium ion batteries in compliance with Section IB of PI
965”

Notes
l

l

These packages must be handled with care. A flammability hazard exists if the
package(s) is damaged.
If package is damaged in transport, it must not be loaded until the condition of
the contents can be verified. The batteries contained in the package must be
inspected for damage and may only be repacked if they are intact and protected
against short circuits.

CAUTION!
IF DAMAGED

LITHIUM ION BATTERY

DO NOT LOAD OR TRANSPORT
PACKAGE IF DAMAGED
For more information, call 1-800-447-3576

S-14859 ULINE 1-800-295-5510

Figure 7-1. Example of Lithium Ion battery handling label. You can download a full-size
copy from https://licor.box.com/v/Li-Ion-Shipping-Label.
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Using the trace gas sampling kit
With this accessory, a syringe is used to extract a small sample of a gas stream for
estimating the flux of trace gas, such as ammonia (NH3), nitrous oxide (N2O), isotopic species, etc. The concentration of the gas species for those collected air samples
can be subsequently analyzed with gas chromatography or mass-spectroscopy methods in a laboratory. The flux of the gas species can be estimated based on the rate of
change of concentration between sub-samples and other required variable data
logged by the Smart Chamber.
Because the Smart Chamber provides complete self-control of gas flow to and from
the chamber, the sampling kit can be used without a gas analyzer or external pump.
As the concentration of trace gases builds in the closed chamber, a well-mixed portion is continuously pumped through the compression fitting and can be sampled
without leaks through the self-sealing septum at regular intervals throughout the
repetition.

Instructions for assembling the Trace Gas Sampling Kit are included in the kit. Connect the tubing to your Smart Chamber according to the diagram above.

Using the Smart Chamber
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Calculating system volume
Total system volume is a critical constant for your flux calculations. 100 cm (1
meter) of ¼" OD (outer diameter; 1/8" inner diameter) Bev-A-Line® tubing adds 7.9
cm3 of additional system volume, or 0.079 cm3 of added volume per cm of tubing.
You will need to calculate tubing volume appropriately by measuring the total
length of tubing used to attach your Trace Gas Sampling Kit, and add this to your
total system volume in the Smart Chamber software.

Making a measurement and extracting samples
After assembling and attaching the Trace Gas Sampling Kit to the Smart Chamber,
you can program your measurement and take your chamber to the field to extract
your samples.
1 Determine Repetition Length.
The appropriate length for a measurement depends primarily on the amount of subsamples needed for proper curve fitting and the interval between them. Five to six
samples during a 30 minute period may be sufficient for curve fitting, but you
should take measurements to confirm this.
2 Program the Measurement.
In the Settings section of the software, you will not select any analyzer. Under the
Volumes Settings dialogue, you will need to manually enter your calculated
volumes.
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Note that the loss in total system volume from sampling is not significant enough to
require a recalculation of system volume for each subsample. The contribution of
the T-shaped compression fitting assembly to the total system volume is also negligible.
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A For the custom tubing volume, we will use the 78xx volumes menu. Do not check the Auto-fill
78xx Volume box, and leave 78xx System as zero. Under 78xx Tubing, choose Custom, and manually enter your tubing volume in the box right beside it.
B Next, check the Auto-fill Chamber Volume box.
C Press Set to save your settings.
3 After the volumes are manually entered, configure the rest of your measurement according to the
instructions in Measurement tutorial on page 3-7. Press Update, and return to the home screen
to start your measurement.
4 Place the Smart Chamber and Start the Repetition.
With the chamber open and syringe not yet inserted into the septum of the Swagelok fitting, place the chamber on the soil collar and begin the repetition.
5 Extract the First Subsample.
The first subsample should not be extracted until at least 20 seconds after the chamber closes. After 20 seconds, insert the first gas-tight syringe into the septum, and
extract a full sample of air, and cap the syringe after extraction.
6 Extract Remaining Subsamples.
7 Repeat the extraction process for the remaining syringes at the intervals determined earlier in this
tutorial.
8 Finish the Repetition.
Following the instructions in , complete the measurement cycle. If you will be collecting another set of samples on a new collar, move to that collar and repeat the
process (assuming your measurements are programmed correctly). If not, return to
your analysis site and analyze the gas according to your preferred method (gas chromatography, mass spectroscopy, etc.)

Data analysis
Depending on the behavior and shape of the time-series data, the rate of change of
the trace gas concentration (dC'/dt) inside the chamber can be estimated with either
a linear regression or exponential curve fit (see Deriving the flux equation for CO2 on
page C-4). If you choose to use an exponential curve fit, it is suggested that you use
dC'/dt at t = 0, considering t = 0 as the time when the first trace gas sample was
extracted.
After obtaining dC'/dt, the flux (F) is calculated using the following equation:
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Where W0 is the initial water vapor mole fraction (mmol mol-1), T0 is the initial air
temperature (°C). V is total system volume (cm3), P0 is the initial pressure (kPa), S is
the soil surface area (cm2), R is the gas constant (8.314 Pa m3 K-1 mol-1). See Soil gas
flux measurement theory on page C-1.
Note: The application note included with your Trace Gas Sampling Kit is based
on the LI-8100A, which automatically calculates water vapor and embeds this data
in the data files merged with external data in SoilFluxPro. Because the Smart
Chamber data files do not contain water vapor data, you must also calculate this
for your samples and include these in your data files.
After the Smart Chamber data file is transferred to your computer, the values for
variables T0, P0, W0, V, and S can be easily copied or exported through SoilFluxPro
Software. In the data files, these variables will be labeled in the columns IV Tcham,
IV Pressure, IV H2O, Vtotal, and Area.
If the units for trace gas concentration are μmol mol-1 or ppm, then the final units
for flux will be μmol m-2s-1. If the units are nmol mol-1 or ppb, then flux will have
the units of nmol m-2s-1.
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Using with non-LI-COR gas analyzer
While the Smart Chamber is optimized for use with LI-COR gas analyzers, it can be
configured with a variety of gas analyzers not manufactured by LI-COR, and may
also be used for syringe sampling and analysis of gases using gas chromatography,
mass spectrometry, or other methods.
The Smart Chamber logs timestamp, ancillary soil temperature and moisture, location, and other data alongside the analyzer or syringe samples. The data from the
other instruments or methods can be merged with Smart Chamber data in
SoilFluxPro™ Software to calculate fluxes.

Connecting to the gas analyzer
Configuring the Smart Chamber with a non-LI-COR gas analyzer requires three
things.
1 The analyzer must be able to query the Smart Chamber network time protocol (NTP) server for
timestamp synchronization.
2 Exhaust flow from the analyzer must not exceed 5 slpm to be compatible with the Smart Chamber
pneumatics. ≤ 2 slpm is STRONGLY recommended.
3 The timestamp and file structure from the gas analyzer must be supported by SoilFluxPro™ software (supported file types include .csv, .txt, .json, and .81x).
Currently, these features are supported by several models from Picarro, LGR (ABB Los Gatos Research), Gasmet, and Aerodyne.
Optional sealed and strain-relieved USB-B to USB-A cables are available in 1.2- and
2-meter lengths (part numbers 392-17655 and 392-17794, respectively) from LI-COR
if you intend to use the Smart Chamber with a non-LI-COR gas analyzer. It is
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strongly recommended that you use these cables with the Smart Chamber, and not
cables from a different manufacturer.

Timestamp synchronization
The Smart Chamber contains a GPS receiver for high-precision GPS time data,
which is automatically included in Smart Chamber data files. For Smart Chamber
data files to be merged with non-LI-COR gas analyzer data files in SoilFluxPro software to calculate fluxes, the timestamps for each observation must match. For this,
the Smart Chamber contains a network time protocol (NTP) server which can be
queried by other devices to sync the device's clock to the Smart Chamber's GPS
time, so that the same time stamps are being logged by both devices.
Generally, this synchronization is completed using the following steps.
1 Connect the Smart Chamber and gas analyzer.
For NTP time syncing, the preferred communications protocol is Ethernet. If you
use USB (e.g., for Picarro analyzers), you may need to install a device driver on your
PC to support "Ethernet over USB" communications.
2 Identify the Smart Chamber NTP server location through the analyzer interface.
Different analyzers have different ways of identifying the location of the Smart
Chamber NTP server. Picarro analyzers, for example, have a Windows operating system embedded in the analyzer as a graphical user interface. In the file directory for
the analyzer software, a "remote access" .ini configuration file allows users to
identify NTP servers for time syncing. In this file, the Smart Chamber server is identified by the Smart Chamber serial number, and a similarly-named "remote access"
executable (.exe) file performs the synchronization with the server locations indicated in the .ini configuration file.
3 Manually query the NTP server to sync the devices, or set a task or scheduled job to automatically
query the NTP server.
Querying the Smart Chamber NTP server depends on how you interface with your
analyzer and locate the Smart Chamber NTP server. Because the Picarro file structure provides an executable file to perform the query, users can manually run the
.exe file through the Windows interface command prompt. Alternatively, CRON
jobs, shell scripts, or scheduled tasks can also be configured to run the executable at
desired intervals, always at instrument startup, etc.
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Plumbing considerations
The exhaust from an external, non-LI-COR analyzer must not exceed 5 slpm. For the
best results however, exhaust not in excess of 2 slpm is recommended so that the
exhaust will not have too much effect on the pressure gradients within the chamber.

Determining effective volume
When using non-LI-COR gas analyzers, you must calculate system volume based on
the volume of the analyzer used and the length of your tubing.
First, you will need to calculate the effective volume that the non-LI-COR analyzer
adds to your system. The volume of the analyzer will have at least two kinetic effects:
1) it brings additional air to the system, which dilutes trace gas entering the system
from the soil surface and reduces the measured trace gas mole fraction rate of change
(dC/dt); and 2) it creates a time delay in the onset of a monotonic concentration
increase or decrease. Accurate fluxes can still be measured if the added volume is sufficiently small.
The quantitative impact of the added volume on dC/dt can be evaluated by considering the equation used to calculate flux F (mole m-2 s-1). This equation is derived
based on the assumption of a single fixed volume V (m3) with homogeneous air
density ρ. For simplicity, in this discussion the effects of water corrections are neglected. This, however, does not change the conclusions. Thus,
B-1
where F is the flux of trace gas (mole m-2s-1), where ρ is air density (mole m-3), dC/dt
is the time rate of change in mole fraction of the gas being measured (s-1), and S
(m2) is the soil surface area over which the flux occurs. For a flux F, the trace gas
mole fraction rate of change dC/dt is proportional to the total number of molecules
in the system ρV.
For a well-mixed system, when an additional volume Vadded that contains a gas of
density ρadded, is inserted into the system, equation B-1 becomes
B-2
But ρsystem = Psystem / RTsystem, where R is the universal gas constant, and similarly
for the added volume. Substituting these expressions and factoring gives,
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For data processing using SoilFluxPro, an effective volume Veffective for the addition
can be defined for the added analyzer and entered into the software.
B-4
Thus, the total volume used in equation B-1 becomes simply Vsystem + Veffective and
the density is ρsystem. There are inherently small variations in Veffective due to changes
in Tsystem and Psystem, but these are generally small and subsequently neglected. In
many cases, the impact of an added volume on flux calculations will be modest as
Veffective for many modern trace gas analyzers is small.
In cases where the volume of the addition operates at a non-uniform temperature or
pressure or is not well known, Veffective can be estimated experimentally by plumbing the non-LI-COR analyzers in a closed loop and injecting a known volume Vinjec3
tion (m ) of pure CO2 into the loop. The gas concentrations in the loop pre-injection
C1 (mol mol-1) and post-injection C2 (mol mol-1) are defined as:
B-5
B-6
where NCO2 is the number of moles of CO2 in the additional volume pre-injection,
Nadded is the total number of moles in the additional volume pre-injection, and
Ninjection is the number of moles of CO2 injected into the loop. Substituting equation B-5 into B-6 and rearranging to solve for Nadded yields:
B-7
where
B-8
and
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B-9
Tinjection (K) and Pinjection (Pa) are the temperature and pressure, respectively, of the
gas injected into the closed loop. Substituting these into equation B-7 and following
from equation B-4 yields:
B-10
In practice it is difficult to know Tinjection and Pinjection with great certainty. Making
the assumption that Pinjection = Psystem and Tinjection = Tsystem introduces some error
in determining Veffective experimentally, but it allows equation B-10 to be simplified,
eliminating the need to know temperature or pressure:
B-11
In many cases, the impact of added volume on flux calculations will be modest as
Veffective for many modern trace gas analyzers is small.
Another consideration is time constants. By trapping air making its way around the
measurement circuit, the volume of a third-party gas analyzer may also introduce an
additional time delay and have other effects that can compromise the flux measurement. The magnitudes of these effects are related to the analyzer’s volume Vadded
(m3), its operating pressure and temperature, and the flow rate through it. We can
qualitatively assess the kinetic consequences of adding the volume by defining a time
constant for the effective volume of the added analyzer. We define a time constant
tadded (s):
B-12
where Uadded is the molar flow rate (moles s-1) delivered to the analyzer, ρ is air density (mole m-3) in the analyzer evaluated at the analyzer’s internal temperature and
pressure, and Vadded (m3) is its actual volume.
You will need to follow this protocol to calculate the effective volume and time constant accordingly if you are using an LI-78xx Trace Gas Analyzer or LI-870 CO2/H2O
analyzer along with a non-LI-COR gas analyzer. LI-COR technical support is happy
to assist you with this configuration.
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Merging files in SoilFluxPro
File merging in SoilFluxPro software is currently supported for Picarro, LGR, Gasmet, and Aerodyne analyzers, using the Column Import Routine. The example below
uses data from an LGR gas analyzer, though the procedure is identical for Picarro,
Aerodyne, and Gasmet datasets.
To perform the Column Import Routine in SoilFluxPro, open your Smart Chamber
data file, and click the Import tool bar button to launch the Import Data Columns
dialog. Click Add Files... to launch a file explorer to add the source file(s) to the
source list.

After selecting a source file, the label line and first observation line from the first file
in the source list will be visible (A). The expected format for the type of file chosen
in the File Format drop-down will be displayed (B). OK means that the data file
being imported matches the expected file. Error means the expected type wasn't
found. In this case, instead select General Purpose and manually select the format of
the data file. Lastly, the list of available data column found in the source file, when
parsed according to the expected formats, are visible (C).
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Check the desired column labels to import. Note that column(s) used for time and
date are shown, but are not checkable. Click OK. Once the columns are imported,
you can view them in the Summary View. Observations that contain imported
columns are denoted with an asterisk ( * ).
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Now, when you update the displayed variables, the imported columns will be available under the Meas tab.

When you launch the Recompute dialog, you can now add flux computations based
on the imported columns.
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Note: For calculating fluxes with imported data, it is recommended that you
import dry mole fraction/dry mixing ratios. This demonstration was performed
using LI-8100A data, which contain water vapor data from the LI-8100A analyzer.
Because the Smart Chamber data files do not contain water vapor data by default,
you must have this data for your samples, whether they are measured by your
non-LI-COR analyzer and imported using the Column Import Routine, or are
already included in the Smart Chamber .json file from using a LI-COR gas analyzer that measures water vapor.
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Soil gas flux measurement theory
Gases in soil are produced by a variety of biological mechanisms, including root respiration, decay of organic matter, and microbial activity. Rainwater can have direct
effects as well by displacing gas in soil pore spaces and by interacting with limestone
soils. Thus, soil gas fluxes are dependent on soil temperature, organic content, moisture content, precipitation, and have a great deal of spatial variability.
Soil gas fluxes are also extremely sensitive to pressure fluctuations. An unvented
chamber will induce significant pressure increases just by being placed onto a soil
collar or measurement area. Soil water evaporation and heating of the air in the
chamber head space also induce pressure increases in an unvented chamber. Therefore, the Smart Chamber is vented so that pressures inside and outside the chamber
are in a dynamic equilibrium.
The chamber is designed to mitigate factors that can induce variation in measurements with the following features:
l

l

l

A bellows-controlled closure mechanism that ensures that placement of the
chamber has the same negligible effect with each measurement sample.
A patented chamber vent that maintains ambient pressure inside the chamber,
even in windy conditions.
Soil collars, which, after installation, ensure consistency between samples.

Gases move from the sites of production to the atmosphere primarily by diffusion
through air-filled pores and cracks in the soil, but movement can also be driven by
local changes in pressure due to wind, or by volumetric displacement from rain. The
air-filled porosity of the soil varies with soil type and moisture content, so these characteristics can have significant effect on the movement of gas through soils.
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The Smart Chamber uses the rate of increase of trace gases in the measurement
chamber to estimate the rate at which gases diffuse into free air outside the chamber.
For such an estimate to be valid, conditions must be similar inside and outside the
chamber. These conditions include the concentration gradient driving diffusion,
barometric pressure, temperature, and moisture of the soil.
Because there is an increase in mole fraction of the gas being measured inside the
chamber, the gradient of gas diffusion between the soil surface layer and air are not
exactly the same inside and outside the chamber. The diffusion rate is estimated and
corrected for using an analytical technique that takes into account the effects of
increasing chamber gas concentration on the diffusion gradient. This makes it possible to estimate the initial rate of gas increase that occurred immediately after the
chamber closed.
It is also important to consider the effect of the presence of the chamber on gas
gradients within the soil. Detailed diffusion model studies have shown that chambers can alter gas concentration gradients in the soil, leading to errors in flux estimates. For CO2 and methane, it is generally recommended that measurements be
limited to 90 to 180 seconds in order to keep gas concentration changes as small as
possible to minimize this effect. Some gases such as H2O may require longer measurements, up to 15 minutes or longer, to reliably calculate fluxes.
Soil gas flux varies substantially in both space and time. The Smart Chamber can be
used to sample both types of variability. The survey-chamber style design of the
Smart Chamber allows for rapid measurements to be made at many sites, but can
also be used to make longer-term measurements for specific applications or experiment types with or without multiple repetitions at a single site.
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The survey measurement cycle

When the Smart Chamber is placed on a soil collar, it will remain open until the
measurement is started. When the measurement is started, the bellows pump closes
the chamber. Upon closing, the instrument begins logging data, and the dead band
starts. The instrument continues to record data for the length of the repetition, and
then the chamber opens and pauses for the extra duration. At this point, the measurement cycle is repeated for the specified number of repetitions or the Smart Chamber is removed from the soil collar and taken to a different collar for a new
measurement.

Terminology
A repetition represents a single survey measurement and includes the period of time
from when the chamber starts closing, the dead band, and the actual measurement
logging. A measurement may consist of multiple repetitions at a single collar. Once
the desired number of repetitions is completed and the chamber opens after the final
repetition, the Smart Chamber can be removed from the soil collar and transported
to the next soil collar.
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The dead band is the time period that starts when the chamber closes completely,
and continues until steady mixing is established and the measurement begins. The
dead band requirement changes depending upon the chamber geometry, system
flow rate, collar, and site characteristics. A dead band between 10 and 30 seconds
generally provides adequate mixing, but the actual time can (and should) be optimized in post processing in SoilFluxPro™ Software.
Lastly, the post-purge is the amount of time during which the pump continues to
run and air flows through the chamber as it begins to open, after the measurement
is complete. This is important in certain cases where environmental factors may
influence the amount of gas or moisture that is present in the sampling lines. For
example, in hot, moist conditions, you may want to increase the post-purge to
ensure that the gas sampling lines are purged of moisture that may condense in the
lines, before the next measurement using that chamber is started. In most cases, a
post-purge of about 45 seconds is adequate.

Deriving the flux equation for CO2
The Smart Chamber can be used to measure fluxes of many trace gases that can be
reliably detected with compatible gas analyzers. The flux equation remains the same
for all gases. However, CO2 provides an ideal model for demonstrating the derivation of the flux equation, which is presented here.
At constant pressure, the total rate at which water evaporates into the chamber sfw
(mol s-1) is balanced by a small flow rate of air out of the chamber u (mol s-1). The
CO2 mole fraction of the air outside the chamber is ca, inside the chamber is cc, and
in the soil is cs, all in mol mol-1. The chamber air water vapor mole fraction is wc
(mol mol-1). The rate constant k (s-1) characterizes leaks (if any) due to diffusion of
CO2 between the soil chamber and outside air. The chamber volume v includes the
volume of the pump and measurement loop.
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ca
k
cc

wc

v
u

Soil Chamber
sfc

sfw

s
cs

A chamber of volume v (m3) and surface area s (m2) sitting over the soil, which has
CO2 efflux rate fc (mol m-2 s-1) and water evaporation flux rate fw (mol m-2 s-1).
The mass balance equations for CO2, water vapor, and air take the form
storage = flux in - flux out

C-1

We neglect the effects of leaks for now, but we will consider them later.

CO2 mass balance
C-2

H2O mass balance
C-3

Air mass balance
C-4
is the number density of CO2 in the chamber,
vapor in the chamber, and
in mol m-3);

is the number density of water

is the total number density of air in the chamber (all
, where
is the number density of dry air in the

chamber.
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The number density of air is given by the ideal gas law,
m3

K-1

, where R is

mol-1),

the gas constant (8.314 Pa
and TK is the absolute temperature (K).
From equation C-4, with ρ and TK constant, and sfw >> sfc,
C-5
Combining equations C-3 and C-5, and noting that

, we find
C-6

Combining equations C-2, C-5 and C-6 gives
C-7
Equation C-7 can be simplified by defining

, which is the cham-

ber CO2 dry mixing ratio, corrected for water vapor dilution, reported in units of
µmol/mol. This is different from Cdry, the CO2 dry mole fraction, reported in units
of parts-per-million (ppm) in the data output.
Differentiating

we find,
C-8

Substituting this into equation C-7 gives
C-9
Equation C-9 has an important advantage over equation C-7 because it is not necessary to estimate the rate of increase in water vapor mole fraction. In most measurements, the water vapor mole fraction increases in a highly non-linear fashion,
and the rate is estimated with a linear function. Thus, in effect, equation C-7 forces
us to use average values for
and . But with equation C-9, the dilution correction is made point-by-point, and estimates of the initial values at time zero are
used to estimate fc at the instant the chamber closed. This is both easier and more
accurate than the procedure required to implement equation C-7.
In order to use equation C-9 the initial values must be known for ρ and TK (to compute ρ c), as well as the initial values for wc and
. After the chamber closes,
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the Smart Chamber performs a linear regression with time on the first 10 values of
each measured variable. The initial values of ρ , TK and wc are obtained from the
time zero intercepts of these regressions; however, finding the initial value for
requires a little more work.
To do this, fc is defined in terms of the CO2 mole fraction gradient across the soilto-chamber interface and a transfer coefficient, to obtain
C-10
where cs is the CO2 mole fraction in the soil surface layer communicating with the
chamber (mol mol-1), g is conductance to CO2 (m s-1), and ρ c is the density of air
(mol m-3). The soil and chamber must be isothermal for equation C-10 to hold.
Combining equation C-10 with equation C-9, considering all variables except cc' to
be constant, and rearranging, gives
C-11
where

. When wc = ws, cs', gives the water vapor dilution-cor-

rected CO2 mole fraction in the soil layer communicating with the chamber. We do
not expect wc to equal ws exactly, but most of the time they will differ by less than
0.02 mol mol-1 or so, which introduces only a small uncertainty in cs'. If cs' is taken
as a constant, then equation C-11 can be integrated to give
C-12
where α = sg v-1 is a rate constant (s-1) and cc'(0) is the initial value of the dilutioncorrected CO2 mole fraction when the chamber closes. The rate of change in cc'(t) at
any time can be computed from the derivative of equation C-12.
C-13

Calculating the flux from measured data
In the Smart Chamber, equations C-9, C-11 and C-12 are implemented in a form
that presents the variables in more familiar and intuitive units. Equation C-9 is computed as
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where Fc is the soil CO2 efflux rate (μmol m-2 s-1), V is volume (cm3), P0 is the initial
pressure (kPa), W0 is the initial water vapor mole fraction (mmol mol-1), S is soil surface area (cm2), T0 is initial air temperature (°C), and
is the initial rate of change
in water vapor dilution corrected CO2 mole fraction (μmol mol-1 s-1).
Examine Figure C-1 below to see C'(t) vs t data that were obtained from a soil CO2
flux measurement with two observations. The data are marked to show when the
chamber closed and when it opened.
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Figure C-1. Soil CO2 flux data were collected on bare soil in a tropical greenhouse near Lincoln, NE. Two observations are shown. About 60% of the data from the first observation
has been removed for clarity. For both observations, the observation length was 120 seconds,
dead band was 30 seconds, and pre-purge was 120 seconds. The chamber begins to close at
the end of the pre-purge and the first data point used in the analysis is collected after the
chamber touches down; the difference represents the time required for the chamber to close.
Observation #1: t0 =7.3s, C0' = 434 ppm, Cx' = 1016 ppm, flux = 6.4 μmol m-2 s-1; observation #2: t0 = 2.0s, C0' = 425 ppm, Cx' = 1145 ppm, flux = 6.0 μmol m-2 s-1.
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The dead band is the time until steady chamber mixing is established, and typically
lasts 10s to 30s. After mixing is stable, the data are fit with an empirical equation
that has a form similar to equation C-12:
C-15
where C'(t) is the instantaneous water-corrected chamber CO2 mole fraction, C0' is
the value of C'(t) when the chamber closed, and Cx' is a parameter that defines the
asymptote, all in μmol CO2 per mol dry air (µmol mol-1); a is a parameter that
defines the curvature of the fit (s-1).
The initial value of C'(t), called C0' in equation C-15, is computed from the intercept
of a linear regression of the first 10 points after the chamber closes. This is used as a
parameter in the non-linear regression that fits equation C-14 to the C'(t) vs t data
between the end of the Dead Band and the end of the observation. This regression
yields values for the parameters Cx', a and t0. t = t0 represents the time when C'(t) in
equation C-15 equals its initial value when the chamber closes, or C'(t0) = C0'. The
delay between the instant the chamber closed and t0 gives the time required to establish steady mixing. CO2 offsets or time delays can occur when the chamber closes,
and these events can cause t0 to be positive or negative in value.
All the initial values needed to obtain the soil CO2 efflux rate, Fc, in equation C-14
can now be computed. The initial values P0, T0 and W0 are all obtained from the
intercepts of linear regressions of the first 10 measurements of P, T and W after the
chamber closes. The rate of change of dilution-corrected chamber CO2 mole fraction
can be computed at any time from
C-16
When t = t0,
C-17
Equation C-17 gives an estimate of the rate of change in C' at the instant the chamber closed. This value must be estimated mathematically. It cannot be measured directly at any time during the measurement because imperfect mixing prevents an
accurate estimate early in the measurement cycle, and later in the cycle, the increasing chamber CO2 concentration continuously reduces the gradient between soil and
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chamber. This suppresses the rate, as can be seen from equation C-16 and also in Figure C-1 on page C-8.

Relationship between the model and the empirical equation
The diffusion model provides an equation with a form that allows correction for the
effect of changing gradients on the rate, which in turn, makes it possible to estimate
the initial rate. It is worthwhile to distinguish between the model function given in
equation C-12 and the empirical function in equation C-15. As just described, the
units are different in the two expressions; but more important, for the parameters cs
and A in equation C-12 to have their defined meaning, the assumptions underlying
the derivation must be true. By contrast, equations C-15 through C-17 are treated as
empirical functions and are used only to estimate the CO2 rate of change, dC'/dt.
The parameters Cx', a and t0 do not depend upon a specific theoretical interpretation, and may or may not provide reliable estimates of soil parameters.

Correcting for initial CO2 concentrations that differ between
measurements
Different measurements may begin at different CO2 concentrations, which introduces variation into the data, because the flux rate changes with chamber CO2 concentration. Correcting the measurements to a common target CO2 concentration
may reduce such variation. For a given curve fit, the CO2 rate of change can be computed at any CO2 concentration according to
C-18
This calculation is supported in the SoilFluxPro software, which is included with the
Smart Chamber.

Evaluating other methods for computing soil CO2 flux
Other approaches have been used for computing CO2 flux in transient measurements. One commonly used method is to fit a linear function to what is sometimes referred to as "the linear portion" of the curve. Unfortunately, there is no
linear portion, as can be seen from careful inspection of Figure C-1 on page C-8. The
slope is meaningless in the initial phase before steady mixing is established, and after
steady mixing is established, the extent of the non-linearity depends upon the soil
surface-to-chamber volume ratio and the flux rate. During this time, CO2 vs time
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curves are always concave in a downward direction, meaning that linear regression
over this portion of the data set will give an underestimate of the rate of change. In
every case we have tested so far, the average rate measured by linear regression is less
than the initial rate measured by non-linear regression. Nevertheless, linear regression is a robust numerical approach and the mean values for the CO2 efflux rate
reported by the Smart Chamber in Type 3 records are computed by this method. We
recommend you use these only for comparison to the initial values, which are
obtained by fitting equation C-15 to the data using a non-linear regression method.
Another approach that has been used to estimate the initial rate is to fit a polynomial to the CO2 concentration vs time data. This approach is theoretically sound
inasmuch as a power series can be generated from a Taylor series approximation to
equation C-15. Usually, the data are fit with a quadratic equation. We tested this
approach and found that while it can be justified on theoretical grounds, it does not
work very well in practice. The shape of even a second order polynomial is sensitive
to small perturbations in the data. This makes initial rate calculations subject to
much larger variations than when the same data are analyzed by nonlinear regression using equation C-15.

Effects of high chamber CO2 concentrations
Finally, we consider the importance of choosing appropriate observation times and
pre-purge times. We do not have experience on all soil types, and cannot give absolute recommendations for the best observation length in all situations.
Nevertheless, our experience so far suggests that 60 to 120 seconds will often work
well for CO2, though flux measurements of other trace gases may require longer
measurements. A measurement of 60 to 120 seconds prevents large build-ups in
chamber CO2 concentration at typical change rates such as 0.5 ppm s-1. We have
found that optimal dead band length can vary from about 10 to 60 seconds, with 30
seconds being a good value to use as a first estimate.
Dead bands and observation times can be adjusted after the fact, using SoilFluxPro
software. This program provides curve fit analysis tools that can be used to find the
optimal dead band lengths and observation lengths. Therefore, it is not critical to
choose the right dead band and observation length in the field; as long as the observation lengths are long enough, they can be optimized later, if necessary.
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Long observations can have the effect of capping the soil and causing the CO2 concentration to build up in the soil under the chamber. This phenomenon can be
observed by performing a sequence of observations in which the chamber concentration is allowed to increase several hundred ppm during each observation.
When the pre-purge is set to be just long enough to allow the chamber atmosphere
to come back to the ambient CO2 concentration, the initial rates in sequential observations can often be observed to increase as the soil CO2 concentration increases.
This is expected according to equation C-17, dCc'/dt = a(Cx' - Cambient'), if it is
assumed that Cx' = Csoil'. Thus, long observation lengths may perturb the very process we wish to measure.
Another effect of high chamber CO2 concentrations is to promote leaks between the
chamber and atmosphere. Leaks can be ignored when the gradient between the
chamber atmosphere and ambient atmosphere are small. But when the gradient is
not small, leaks cannot be neglected and it can be shown that the parameters in
equation C-12 are altered to become
C-19
where k and ca' are the leak rate time constant and water-corrected ambient CO2
concentration, respectively, and the expression for cx' replaces cs' in equation C-12.
Thus, when chamber CO2 concentrations are high, the rate constant and asymptote
will reflect leaks from the system.

Deriving the flux equation for CO2
The Smart Chamber can be used to measure fluxes of many trace gases that can be
reliably detected with compatible gas analyzers. The flux equation remains the same
for all gases. However, CO2 provides an ideal model for demonstrating the derivation of the flux equation, which is presented here.
At constant pressure, the total rate at which water evaporates into the chamber sfw
(mol s-1) is balanced by a small flow rate of air out of the chamber u (mol s-1). The
CO2 mole fraction of the air outside the chamber is ca, inside the chamber is cc, and
in the soil is cs, all in mol mol-1. The chamber air water vapor mole fraction is wc
(mol mol-1). The rate constant k (s-1) characterizes leaks (if any) due to diffusion of
CO2 between the soil chamber and outside air. The chamber volume v includes the
volume of the pump and measurement loop.
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ca
k
cc

wc

v
u

Soil Chamber
sfc

sfw

s
cs

A chamber of volume v (m3) and surface area s (m2) sitting over the soil, which has
CO2 efflux rate fc (mol m-2 s-1) and water evaporation flux rate fw (mol m-2 s-1).
The mass balance equations for CO2, water vapor, and air take the form
storage = flux in - flux out

C-20

We neglect the effects of leaks for now, but we will consider them later.

CO2 mass balance
C-21

H2O mass balance
C-22

Air mass balance
C-23
is the number density of CO2 in the chamber,
vapor in the chamber, and
in mol m-3);

is the number density of water

is the total number density of air in the chamber (all
, where
is the number density of dry air in the

chamber.
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The number density of air is given by the ideal gas law,
m3

K-1

, where R is

mol-1),

the gas constant (8.314 Pa
and TK is the absolute temperature (K).
From equation C-23, with ρ and TK constant, and sfw >> sfc,
C-24
Combining equations C-22 and C-24, and noting that

, we find
C-25

Combining equations C-21, C-24 and C-25 gives
C-26
Equation C-26 can be simplified by defining

, which is the cham-

ber CO2 dry mixing ratio, corrected for water vapor dilution, reported in units of
µmol/mol. This is different from Cdry, the CO2 dry mole fraction, reported in units
of parts-per-million (ppm) in the data output.
Differentiating

we find,
C-27

Substituting this into equation C-26 gives
C-28
Equation C-28 has an important advantage over equation C-26 because it is not
necessary to estimate the rate of increase in water vapor mole fraction. In most measurements, the water vapor mole fraction increases in a highly non-linear fashion,
and the rate is estimated with a linear function. Thus, in effect, equation C-26 forces
us to use average values for
and . But with equation C-28, the dilution
correction is made point-by-point, and estimates of the initial values at time zero are
used to estimate fc at the instant the chamber closed. This is both easier and more
accurate than the procedure required to implement equation C-26.
In order to use equation C-28 the initial values must be known for ρ and TK (to
compute ρ c), as well as the initial values for wc and
. After the chamber
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closes, the Smart Chamber performs a linear regression with time on the first 10 values of each measured variable. The initial values of ρ , TK and wc are obtained from
the time zero intercepts of these regressions; however, finding the initial value for
requires a little more work.
To do this, fc is defined in terms of the CO2 mole fraction gradient across the soilto-chamber interface and a transfer coefficient, to obtain
C-29
where cs is the CO2 mole fraction in the soil surface layer communicating with the
chamber (mol mol-1), g is conductance to CO2 (m s-1), and ρ c is the density of air
(mol m-3). The soil and chamber must be isothermal for equation C-29 to hold.
Combining equation C-29 with equation C-28, considering all variables except cc' to
be constant, and rearranging, gives
C-30
where

. When wc = ws , cs', gives the water vapor dilution-cor-

rected CO2 mole fraction in the soil layer communicating with the chamber. We do
not expect wc to equal ws exactly, but most of the time they will differ by less than
0.02 mol mol-1 or so, which introduces only a small uncertainty in cs'. If cs' is taken
as a constant, then equation C-30 can be integrated to give
C-31
where α = sg v-1 is a rate constant (s-1) and cc'(0) is the initial value of the dilutioncorrected CO2 mole fraction when the chamber closes. The rate of change in cc'(t) at
any time can be computed from the derivative of equation C-31.
C-32

Calculating the flux from measured data
In the Smart Chamber, equations C-28, C-30 and C-31 are implemented in a form
that presents the variables in more familiar and intuitive units. Equation C-28 is computed as
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C-33

where Fc is the soil CO2 efflux rate (μmol m-2 s-1), V is volume (cm3), P0 is the initial
pressure (kPa), W0 is the initial water vapor mole fraction (mmol mol-1), S is soil surface area (cm2), T0 is initial air temperature (°C), and
is the initial rate of change
in water vapor dilution corrected CO2 mole fraction (μmol mol-1 s-1).
Examine Figure C-2 on the facing page to see C'(t) vs t data that were obtained from
a soil CO2 flux measurement with two observations. The data are marked to show
when the chamber closed and when it opened.
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Figure C-2. Soil CO2 flux data were collected on bare soil in a tropical greenhouse near Lincoln, NE. Two observations are shown. About 60% of the data from the first observation
has been removed for clarity. For both observations, the observation length was 120 seconds,
dead band was 30 seconds, and pre-purge was 120 seconds. The chamber begins to close at
the end of the pre-purge and the first data point used in the analysis is collected after the
chamber touches down; the difference represents the time required for the chamber to close.
Observation #1: t0 =7.3s, C0' = 434 ppm, Cx' = 1016 ppm, flux = 6.4 μmol m-2 s-1; observation #2: t0 = 2.0s, C0' = 425 ppm, Cx' = 1145 ppm, flux = 6.0 μmol m-2 s-1.
The dead band is the time until steady chamber mixing is established, and typically
lasts 10s to 30s. After mixing is stable, the data are fit with an empirical equation
that has a form similar to equation C-31:
C-34
where C'(t) is the instantaneous water-corrected chamber CO2 mole fraction, C0' is
the value of C'(t) when the chamber closed, and Cx' is a parameter that defines the
asymptote, all in μmol CO2 per mol dry air (µmol mol-1); a is a parameter that
defines the curvature of the fit (s-1).
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The initial value of C'(t), called C0' in equation C-34, is computed from the intercept
of a linear regression of the first 10 points after the chamber closes. This is used as a
parameter in the non-linear regression that fits equation C-33 to the C'(t) vs t data
between the end of the Dead Band and the end of the observation. This regression
yields values for the parameters Cx', a and t0. t = t0 represents the time when C'(t) in
equation C-34 equals its initial value when the chamber closes, or C'(t0) = C0'. The
delay between the instant the chamber closed and t0 gives the time required to establish steady mixing. CO2 offsets or time delays can occur when the chamber closes,
and these events can cause t0 to be positive or negative in value.
All the initial values needed to obtain the soil CO2 efflux rate, Fc, in equation C-33
can now be computed. The initial values P0, T0 and W0 are all obtained from the
intercepts of linear regressions of the first 10 measurements of P, T and W after the
chamber closes. The rate of change of dilution-corrected chamber CO2 mole fraction
can be computed at any time from
C-35
When t = t0,
C-36
Equation C-36 gives an estimate of the rate of change in C' at the instant the chamber closed. This value must be estimated mathematically. It cannot be measured directly at any time during the measurement because imperfect mixing prevents an
accurate estimate early in the measurement cycle, and later in the cycle, the increasing chamber CO2 concentration continuously reduces the gradient between soil and
chamber. This suppresses the rate, as can be seen from equation C-35 and also in Figure C-2 on the previous page.

Relationship between the model and the empirical equation
The diffusion model provides an equation with a form that allows correction for the
effect of changing gradients on the rate, which in turn, makes it possible to estimate
the initial rate. It is worthwhile to distinguish between the model function given in
equation C-31 and the empirical function in equation C-34. As just described, the
units are different in the two expressions; but more important, for the parameters cs
and A in equation C-31 to have their defined meaning, the assumptions underlying
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the derivation must be true. By contrast, equations C-34 through C-36 are treated as
empirical functions and are used only to estimate the CO2 rate of change, dC'/dt.
The parameters Cx', a and t0 do not depend upon a specific theoretical interpretation, and may or may not provide reliable estimates of soil parameters.

Correcting for initial CO2 concentrations that differ between
measurements
Different measurements may begin at different CO2 concentrations, which introduces variation into the data, because the flux rate changes with chamber CO2 concentration. Correcting the measurements to a common target CO2 concentration
may reduce such variation. For a given curve fit, the CO2 rate of change can be computed at any CO2 concentration according to
C-37
This calculation is supported in the SoilFluxPro software, which is included with the
Smart Chamber.

Evaluating other methods for computing soil CO2 flux
Other approaches have been used for computing CO2 flux in transient measurements. One commonly used method is to fit a linear function to what is sometimes referred to as "the linear portion" of the curve. Unfortunately, there is no
linear portion, as can be seen from careful inspection of Figure C-2 on page C-17.
The slope is meaningless in the initial phase before steady mixing is established, and
after steady mixing is established, the extent of the non-linearity depends upon the
soil surface-to-chamber volume ratio and the flux rate. During this time, CO2 vs time
curves are always concave in a downward direction, meaning that linear regression
over this portion of the data set will give an underestimate of the rate of change. In
every case we have tested so far, the average rate measured by linear regression is less
than the initial rate measured by non-linear regression. Nevertheless, linear regression is a robust numerical approach and the mean values for the CO2 efflux rate
reported by the Smart Chamber in Type 3 records are computed by this method. We
recommend you use these only for comparison to the initial values, which are
obtained by fitting equation C-34 to the data using a non-linear regression method.
Another approach that has been used to estimate the initial rate is to fit a polynomial to the CO2 concentration vs time data. This approach is theoretically sound
Appendix C. Soil gas flux measurement theory
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inasmuch as a power series can be generated from a Taylor series approximation to
equation C-34. Usually, the data are fit with a quadratic equation. We tested this
approach and found that while it can be justified on theoretical grounds, it does not
work very well in practice. The shape of even a second order polynomial is sensitive
to small perturbations in the data. This makes initial rate calculations subject to
much larger variations than when the same data are analyzed by nonlinear regression using equation C-34.

Effects of high chamber CO2 concentrations
Finally, we consider the importance of choosing appropriate observation times and
pre-purge times. We do not have experience on all soil types, and cannot give absolute recommendations for the best observation length in all situations.
Nevertheless, our experience so far suggests that 60 to 120 seconds will often work
well for CO2, though flux measurements of other trace gases may require longer
measurements. A measurement of 60 to 120 seconds prevents large build-ups in
chamber CO2 concentration at typical change rates such as 0.5 ppm s-1. We have
found that optimal dead band length can vary from about 10 to 60 seconds, with 30
seconds being a good value to use as a first estimate.
Dead bands and observation times can be adjusted after the fact, using SoilFluxPro
software. This program provides curve fit analysis tools that can be used to find the
optimal dead band lengths and observation lengths. Therefore, it is not critical to
choose the right dead band and observation length in the field; as long as the observation lengths are long enough, they can be optimized later, if necessary.
Long observations can have the effect of capping the soil and causing the CO2 concentration to build up in the soil under the chamber. This phenomenon can be
observed by performing a sequence of observations in which the chamber concentration is allowed to increase several hundred ppm during each observation.
When the pre-purge is set to be just long enough to allow the chamber atmosphere
to come back to the ambient CO2 concentration, the initial rates in sequential observations can often be observed to increase as the soil CO2 concentration increases.
This is expected according to equation C-36, dCc'/dt = a(Cx' - Cambient'), if it is
assumed that Cx' = Csoil'. Thus, long observation lengths may perturb the very process we wish to measure.
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Another effect of high chamber CO2 concentrations is to promote leaks between the
chamber and atmosphere. Leaks can be ignored when the gradient between the
chamber atmosphere and ambient atmosphere are small. But when the gradient is
not small, leaks cannot be neglected and it can be shown that the parameters in equation C-31 are altered to become
C-38
where k and ca' are the leak rate time constant and water-corrected ambient CO2 concentration, respectively, and the expression for cx' replaces cs' in equation C-31. Thus,
when chamber CO2 concentrations are high, the rate constant and asymptote will
reflect leaks from the system.
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Specifications
Bowl Diameter: 20 cm
Chamber Volume: 4244.1 cm3
Soil Area: 317.8 cm2 (49.3 inches2)
Operating Temperature Range: -20 to 50 °C
Air Temperature Thermistor
Operating Temperature Range: -20 to 70 °C
Accuracy: ±0.5 °C over 0 to 70 °C
Barometric Pressure Sensor
Operating Pressure Range: 50 - 110 kPa
Accuracy: +/- 0.4 kPa
Resolution: 1.5 Pa (typical)
Power Out: 10-17 VDC
, Center-Positive
Battery-Unregulated, SelfResetting Fuse Rating of 2 Amp.
Battery: 4S Lithium-ion, 98Wh, Smart Battery with Protection
Battery Life:
Without LI-870 CO2/H2O Analyzer: 34 hours (2 batteries; 17 hours per battery
with 2 min per collar active time and 20 collars total per hour.
With LI-870 CO2/H2O Analyzer: 20 hours (2 batteries; 10 hours per battery
with 2 min per collar active time and 20 collars total per hour).
Thermocouple Port: For measuring soil temperature using Omega Soil Temperature Thermocouple or other Type-E thermocouple.
Weight: 4.3 kg (9.6 lbs) including battery
Size: 34 × 32 × 29 cm (W × H × D) with handle lowered and HydraProbe dock
installed
Cable Length:
1.2 m or 2 m (Ethernet, for LI-COR Trace Gas Analyzers)
1.2 m (USB-B, LI-870 Power, for LI-870 CO2/H2O Analyzer)
Memory: 8 GB total non-volatile (includes operating system and data files)
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GPS Accuracy: 2.5 m CEP
Wi-Fi: 802.11a/b/g/n/ac
SDI-12 Interface: For connecting Stevens HydraProbe for soil moisture
Connectivity Ports:
USB-A: Standard, for connecting to external Wi-Fi adapter.
USB-A: Sealed and strain-relieved, for LI-870 CO2/H2O Analyzer.
Power Out: Sealed and strain-relieved, for LI-870 CO2/H2O Analyzer.
USB-B: Sealed and strain-relieved to connect other gas analyzer models.
RJ-45 Network: Sealed and strain-relieved, for LI-COR LI-78xx Trace Gas Analyzers
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What's new in this version
Software updates provide new features and bug fixes. Here we provide a summary of
the features included with each software release.

Version 1.18 (latest version; released November 15, 2021)
l

Updated wireless networking statement to satisfy regulatory requirements.

Version 1.17 (released August 12, 2021)
l

l

l

l

l

l

Interface now automatically reconnects to previously connected analyzers upon
power-cycle (provided those analyzers are still available).
The checks for existing analyzer connections and available analyzers on the network now happen upon MQTT connection rather than upon page load, allowing edge cases such as updating the interface via installer or power-cycling
instrument while the interface is active to properly determine analyzer connections and available analyzers.
Changed tracking of existing analyzer connections from MQTT topic to Smart
Chamber memory, allowing user's connection choices to persist across powercycle.
Changed tracking of "Use Defaults" checkboxes from MQTT topic to Smart
Chamber memory, allowing user's checkbox choices to persist across powercycle.
Removed meta MQTT topic previously used to store analyzer/checkbox information, as this did not persist across power-cycle.
Consolidated volumes calculation logic so all volumes calculated with one equation (caused previously solved issues such as collar height not being updated if
changed in the Start Measurement modal instead of from the Settings page).
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l

l
l

Fixed bug where available analyzers could report out of order (found all connected 8x0's before network was queried for trace gas analyzers, causing the UI
to report zero available trace gas analyzers).
Refactored fix time for 32- and 64-bit compilers.
Measurement settings check boxes default to false.

Version 1.13 (June 7, 2021)
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l

Added support for the LI-7820 N2O/H2O Trace Gas Analyzer.
Interface version number now displayed in app.
Total volume now recalculated if user changes collar height from Start Measurement modal.
Serial number now reflects instrument type (7820, instead of 78xx, etc.)
Various measurement units fixes.
Responsive design styling fixes for tablet and mobile devices.
No longer able to change Soil Medium if probe has an error (but it otherwise
still connected).
Fixed bug where live data chart would show a meaningless y-axis if only one variable was selected.

Version 1.6.0 (July 16, 2019)
l

l

l

l

l

l
l
l

E-2

Fixed: Rep # display indicator now shows current repetition (instead of last repetition completed).
Fixed: Error handling & cleanup for interface variables cached from now-disconnected analyzers (for example, if CH4 was cached from a Trace Gas Analyzer
that’s since been disconnected).
Fixed: Etc/GMT +/- time zones now ordered correctly on Settings Page Time
Zone menu.
Fixed: Smart Chamber connection failure clears all interface Variable Layout
slots to prevent data inconsistency.
Fixed: Problem where Live Graph wouldn't have any units if all values were the
same (such as -9999).
Fixed: Problems with full screen graphs in Firefox.
Fixed: Issue where a 0 min/max graph would not have units.
Fixed: Layout issues in Firefox and Safari.
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l
l

l
l

l
l

l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l

l
l

l
l

l

l

Fixed: Made Reset Layouts button disabled during a measurement.
Fixed: Bug where Repetitions Columns are misaligned in File Show View after
switching File ID tags.
Added: Prevent switching Network Type while measurement is underway.
Fixed: Automatically reload the Files List when measurement finishes (to prevent
user from having to refresh the page to see updated Files List).
Fixed: Bug where Review Graph timestamps read as "Invalid Date" in Safari.
Fixed: Bug where Review Graph data didn’t clear when switching between
fluxes/averages.
Fixed: Bug where Default Settings checkbox would cause Settings input fields to
fail data validations.
Fixed: Workaround for bug in Google Chrome that causes all interface Update
buttons to be off-center.
Fixed: Bug where Variable Over Time Graph labels appeared on top of other UI
elements.
Added: LI-870 Cell Pressure value as a selectable interface variable.
Added: Measurement Flow indicator now only shows during actual measurement (instead of pre-purge, opening, closing, etc.).
Added: Interface Variable Layout now stored in browser cache, so it isn’t lost
when page refreshes.
Added: Loading buffer added to Home Page to prevent interface variable “false
positive” errors (i.e., to prevent false reports of errors when the gas analyzer has
not yet sent the value).
Added: Reset Layout button on the Settings page to clear cached UI Variable Layout from browser cache.
Added: Tooltips added to gear menu options (Files, Settings, etc.).
Added: Clearing interface Variable Layout slot clears corresponding Live Graph
data for all removed interface variables.
Added: Clearer wording on UI Variable Error Handling & Cleanup window.
Added: Absolute value conversion to Review and Over Time graphs, for purely
negative data sets.
Added: Clearer error message for invalid numbers on Settings page and Start window.
Added: USB to types of cables that can be used to re-establish WiFi (in Wifi
Warning window)
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Index
A
area, 3-8

B
batteries, 1-4
charging, 2-1
installing, 2-2
shipping, 7-4
battery charger, 1-4

C
checklist, 3-6
collar offset, 3-8
collars, 1-5
configuration, 3-8
configure measurement, 3-8
connect with gas analyzers, 3-7
connecting
PC or mobile phone, 3-1
soil probes, 2-11
connecting soil probes, 2-13
connecting tubing, 2-3, 2-7, 2-10
constants, 3-8
create a new file, 3-7

D
data
downloading, 4-2
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file structure, 4-3
viewing, 4-1
deadband, 3-8, C-3
downloading data, 4-2

E
ethernet cable, 1-4

F
file, 3-7

G
gas analyzer
connect, 3-7

H
HydraProbe
connecting, 2-12
dock, 1-4

I
ID Remark, 3-9
ID Ttag, 3-9

L
LI-7810, 1-6
LI-7815, 1-6
LI-7820, 1-6
LI-870 connection, 1-6
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N

V

network cable, 1-4
new file, 3-7

viewing data, 4-1
volumes
checking, 3-8

O
observation length, 3-8
offset, 3-8
Omega probe
connecting, 2-13

W
Wi-Fi
disabling, 3-4

P
post purge, 3-8
power
on and off, 2-2

R
repetition, C-3
RJ-45 cable, 1-4

S
shipping
batteries, 7-4
labels, 7-4
smart chamber
about, 1-1
connector panel, 1-2
soil area, 3-8
soil collars, 1-5, 2-14
depth, 2-15
making your own, 2-16
soil probe
connecting, 2-13
SoilFluxPro, 1-7

T
timezone
setting, 3-5
trace gas analyzer, 1-6
trace gas sampling kit, 1-6
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Warranty
Each LI-COR, Inc. instrument is warranted by LI-COR, Inc. to be free from defects
in material and workmanship; however, LI-COR, Inc.'s sole obligation under this
warranty shall be to repair or replace any part of the instrument which LI-COR,
Inc.'s examination discloses to have been defective in material or workmanship
without charge and only under the following conditions, which are:
1 The defects are called to the attention of LI-COR, Inc. in Lincoln, Nebraska, in writing within one
year after the shipping date of the instrument.
2 The instrument has not been maintained, repaired or altered by anyone who was not approved by
LI-COR, Inc.
3 The instrument was used in the normal, proper and ordinary manner and has not been abused,
altered, misused, neglected, involved in an accident or damaged by act of God or other casualty.
4 The purchaser, whether it is a DISTRIBUTOR or direct customer of LI-COR or a DISTRIBUTOR'S customer, packs and ships or delivers the instrument to LI-COR, Inc. at LI-COR Inc.'s factory in Lincoln,
Nebraska, U.S.A. within 30 days after LI-COR, Inc. has received written notice of the defect.
Unless other arrangements have been made in writing, transportation to LI-COR, Inc. (by air unless
otherwise authorized by LI-COR, Inc.) is at customer expense.
5 No-charge repair parts may be sent at LI-COR, Inc.'s sole discretion to the purchaser for installation by purchaser.
6 LI-COR, Inc.'s liability is limited to repair or replace any part of the instrument without charge if
LI-COR, Inc.'s examination disclosed that part to have been defective in material or workmanship.
There are no warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to any
implied warranty of merchantability of fitness for a particular purpose on
underwater cables or on expendables such as batteries, lamps, thermocouples,
and calibrations.
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Other than the obligation of LI-COR, Inc. expressly set forth herein, LI-COR,
Inc. disclaims all warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The foregoing constitutes LI-COR, Inc.'s sole obligation and liability with
respect to damages resulting from the use or performance of the instrument
and in no event shall LI-COR, Inc. or its representatives be liable for damages
beyond the price paid for the instrument, or for direct, incidental or consequential damages.
The laws of some locations may not allow the exclusion or limitation on implied
warranties or on incidental or consequential damaged, so the limitations herein may
not apply directly. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may already
have other rights which vary from state to state. All warranties that apply, whether
included by this contract or by law, are limited to the time period of this warranty
which is a twelve-month period commencing from the date the instrument is
shipped to a user who is a customer or eighteen months from the date of shipment
to LI-COR, Inc.'s authorized distributor, whichever is earlier.
This warranty supersedes all warranties for products purchased prior to June 1, 1984,
unless this warranty is later superseded. To the extent not superseded by the terms of
any extended warranty, the terms and conditions of LI-COR’s Warranty still apply.
DISTRIBUTOR or the DISTRIBUTOR's customers may ship the instruments directly to LI-COR if they are unable to repair the instrument themselves even though
the DISTRIBUTOR has been approved for making such repairs and has agreed with
the customer to make such repairs as covered by this limited warranty.
Further information concerning this warranty may be obtained by writing or telephoning Warranty manager at LI-COR, Inc.
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LI-COR Biosciences
4647 Superior Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68504
Phone: +1-402-467-3576
Toll free: 800-447-3576 (U.S. and Canada)
envsales@licor.com
Regional Offices
LI-COR Biosciences GmbH
Siemensstraße 25A
61352 Bad Homburg
Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 6172 17 17 771
envsales-gmbh@licor.com
LI-COR Biosciences UK Ltd.
St. John’s Innovation Centre
Cowley Road
Cambridge
CB4 0WS
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1223 422102
envsales-UK@licor.com
LI-COR Distributor Network:
www.licor.com/envdistributors
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